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1 Summary 
 
Over a period of ten days in August 2011 a programme of community excavations were 
undertaken on and around the large mound, scheduled as a medieval castle motte, at 
Mount Bures, Essex. The excavations were funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund as part 
of the Managing a Masterpiece programme in the Stour Valley and enabled more than 
seventy volunteers living in the surrounding area to take part in the excavations which 
were supervised by Access Cambridge Archaeology at the University of Cambridge and 
directed by Dr Carenza Lewis.   
 
The 2011 excavations were of limited extent in the time available and the results are not 
entirely clear cut. Three trenches revealed evidence for prehistoric cultivation and 
tentative evidence that the mound may have originally been built in the prehistoric 
period, perhaps as a Bronze Age burial mound. It was used – or reused - in the medieval 
period, probably in the 12th century, when it may to have been raised in height.  By this 
time, a church and a residential building were present nearby, probably constituting the 
manorial centre of the holding recorded in Domesday Book, and the medieval work on 
the mound may have been intended to make the existing mound more closely resemble 
a castle motte, enhancing the appearance and apparent status of the church/manor 
complex, at a period when feudal lords with sufficient resources commonly constructed 
motte and bailey castles as militarily-styled residential status symbols. There is no 
evidence from the 2011 excavations that the medieval works on the mound at Mount 
Bures included the addition of any timber features on the mound summit, either 
residential or defensive.  There was no evidence for any use of the mound post-dating 
the 13th century.  No evidence was found for a bailey attached to the mound, but the 
presence of the Saxon-Norman residential building near the church supports the 
inference that a high-status complex including the mound did extend to its south, 
encompassing the church and the building. 
 
Excavation of eight 1m2 test pits around the mound and in the village revealed a 
residential building of tenth or eleventh century date immediately adjacent to the church, 
and showed settlement in the area around the church/mound complex to date from the 
10th or 11th century AD and to have been at a greater level of intensity in the period 
before the 14th century than in the succeeding two centuries. 
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2 Introduction 
 
Over ten days from the 8th August to the 19th August 2011 (excluding the weekend of the 
13th and 14th August), three trial trenches were excavated on and around the motte at 
Mount Bures in Essex. An additional eight small archaeological test pits were also 
excavated in pasture fields surrounding the motte and the churchyard as well as in 
private gardens through the village of Mount Bures. Excavations were undertaken by 
local residents, members of various local archaeological and history societies, as well as 
numerous volunteers. The excavations were organised as a community training 
excavation by Access Cambridge Archaeology directed by Carenza Lewis, in 
conjunction with the Managing a Masterpiece project funded by the Heritage Lottery 
Fund.  
 

2.1 The Managing a Masterpiece Project 

Managing a Masterpiece (http://www.managingamasterpiece.org/) is a £1.1 million 
Landscape Partnership Scheme for the Stour Valley with £910,000 of that awarded by 
the National Heritage Memorial Fund for 62 projects within three programmes over three 
years. Delivery of the scheme began on 1 June 2010.  The Managing a Masterpiece 
vision is for a Stour Valley where the landscape is understood cared for and celebrated 
by communities with the knowledge, skills and opportunities needed to manage and 
enjoy it. The scheme consists of three programmes, under which there are fifteen 
projects and around sixty outputs across a range of work including archaeology, access, 
public training events, outreach projects to traditionally hard to reach groups, school 
projects, built conservation projects, public survey of heritage features, production of a 
heritage compendium, use of church towers as interpretation points, website 
development, provision of a Hopper Bus, new walking and cycling leaflets, new art 
exhibitions and projects, restoration of a Stour lighter (barge), new hedge and tree 
planting and management, new displays for museums and practical conservation 
management.  Programme 1, ‘Understanding the Masterpiece’ seeks to increase 
awareness and understanding of the Stour Valley by residents and those with an interest 
in its landscape and heritage assets, by learning more about them and how they are 
managed, and actively working to manage and restore the key features. A component of 
the Understanding the Masterpiece programme is ‘Project 1f: Stripping Back the Layers’ 
which comprises four archaeological excavation projects carried out by community 
volunteers trained, supervised and led by professional archaeologists and summarised 
in a chapter of the Stour Valley Heritage Compendium. The community-based 
archaeological training excavation and test-pitting project on and around Mount Bures 
comprised one of the components of Stripping Back the Layers. 
 

2.2 Access Cambridge Archaeology 

Access Cambridge Archaeology (ACA) (http://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/aca/) is an 
archaeological outreach organisation based in the McDonald Institute for Archaeological 
Research in the University of Cambridge which aims to enhance economic, social and 
personal well-being through active engagement with archaeology. It was set up by Dr 
Carenza Lewis in 2004 and specialises in providing opportunities for members of the 
public to take part in purposeful, research-orientated archaeological investigations 
including excavation.  Educational events and courses range in length from a few hours 
to a week or more, and involve members of the public of all ages.   

http://www.managingamasterpiece.org/
http://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/aca/
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Thousands of members of the public have taken part in scores of programmes run by 
ACA, including teenagers involved in Higher Education Field Academy (HEFA) test pit 
excavation programmes intended since 2005 to build academic skills, confidence and 
aspirations. More widely, ACA has involved thousands of members of the public of all 
ages and backgrounds, including those with special needs, in a wide range of 
archaeological activities including field-walking, excavation, analysis and reporting. 
These have included projects funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund and events in 2011-
12 as part of the Cultural Olympiad for the 2012 London Olympic Games.   

 

2.3 Earthwork mottes and archaeological excavation 

The large mound at Mount Bures is presumed to be the remains of an earthwork motte 
of medieval date.  Mottes are usually found as one element of a motte and bailey castle, 
a form of high status medieval defended residence. A motte is a raised circular or sub-
circular mound usually surrounded by a ditch while the bailey is an adjacent enclosed 
area usually rendered defensible by an outer ditch and inner bank topped with a 
palisade or wall.  However large the motte might be, space on the top was inevitably 
restricted, and so the bailey provided secure storage and living space.  The motte 
provided an elevated point which would be more difficult to attack and could also 
function as a look-out point and be visible from a distance, thus functioning as a 
statement of ownership and authority. The addition of a building or palisade on top of the 
motte enhanced its defensibility, and many mottes were topped with lookout towers or 
residential keeps. The latter were often initially built of timber and subsequently replaced 
in stone as time and resources allowed, as stone buildings were more secure as well as 
being more impressive.  Stone ‘keeps’ or towers, built on top of, or into, mottes were also 
usually larger and better-appointed than their timber predecessors, allowing the castle 
better to perform its dual role as lordly residence and military stronghold.  .  
 
Defensible earthwork enclosures are common in the UK in many periods including the 
Iron Age, and usually termed ringworks when dated to the later Anglo-Saxon period. It is 
generally agreed that mottes were introduced to England by followers of William of 
Normandy after the Norman Conquest (Round 1902; Armitage 1912).  Mottes are known 
in Normandy dating to the early part of the 11th century (Higham and Barker 1992, 78-
113).   Mottes vary considerably in height, with 69% of known mottes measuring under 
5m high, 24% between 5m and 10m high and just 7% 10m or above (King 1972, 101-2).  
In many cases, the tallest mottes are found to be of earlier date, with many mottes built 
immediately after the Norman Conquest being amongst the highest (Kenyon 1990, 3-4).   
 
Motte and bailey castles were constructed in large numbers in England and Wales in the 
latter 11th and 12th centuries. They are generally considered to have proliferated during 
two main periods of unrest, firstly during and immediately after the Norman Conquest, 
and secondly during the civil war of 1135-54 (Hope Taylor 1950, 15). At this time, 
possession of a castle was the defining hallmark of medieval lordship, but also a strong 
military asset.  In an effort to constrain the military power of lords, William I (1066-71) 
ruled that castles (like all land) were ultimately the possession of the king, that any castle 
should be handed over to the king if required and no castle could be built without the 
king’s permission. These rules were retained and adapted by successive Norman 
monarchs.  However, many motte and bailey castles seem to have been built without the 
required licenses, as no documentary record of their existence survives.  Unlicensed 
castle-building seems to have been particularly common at times of military unrest such 
as the aftermath of the Norman Conquest and the reign of Stephen (1135-54) when civil 
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war between supporters of the king and those of Henry I’s daughter Matilda was almost 
continual.  Henry II (1154-89) sought to reassert royal control over the country and many 
castles were demolished on his orders while new castle building was restricted. At the 
same time, fashions in castle building were in any case changing and mottes ceased to 
be a component of new castles which were instead laid out with massive keeps or 
curtain walls studded with interval towers, a new style influenced by the Crusades.  
 
Motte and bailey castles are a familiar form of medieval fortified residence widely 
reviewed in recent literature (Kenyon 1990; Higham and Barker 1992, Creighton 2002), 
although they remain perhaps surprisingly poorly understood, largely due to the large 
number for which no documentary records exists.  Many motte and bailey castles survive 
only as earthworks, especially in eastern and southern England where stone keeps are 
less common than in areas where stone for building is more readily available.  Motte and 
bailey castles are thus a type of site for which archaeology provides a good, and often 
the only, means of investigation. 
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3 Aims, objectives and desired outcomes 

3.1 Aims 

 
The aims of the community excavations in Mount Bures were as follows:  

 To engage with local communities and ‘hard to reach groups’, widening the 
participation of people in the heritage of the valley. 

 To allow local community participants to develop a wide range of practical and 
analytical archaeological skills. 

 To increase knowledge, understanding and appreciation of Mount Bures castle 
and its environs. 

 To inform future conservation management, interpretation and presentation of the 
monument. 

 To increase understanding of the area to support employment, sustainable 
tourism and encourage inward investment. 

 

3.2 Objectives 

 
The objectives of community excavations in Mount Bures were as follows: 

 To investigate the archaeology of Mount Bures castle and its environs through 
excavation on the summit of the motte and by survey and test-pitting in properties 
in the vicinity of the monument. 

 To provide the opportunity for a minimum of 30 volunteers to learn new practical 
and analytical archaeological skills. 

 To provide 300 person-days of hands-on archaeological training and experience. 

 To support and engage with members of local communities and ‘hard to reach’ 
groups through involvement with the project. 

 To increase visitor numbers to Mount Bures castle by informing and enhancing 
the conservation management, interpretation and presentation of the site. 
 

3.3 Outcomes 

 
The desired outcomes of the community excavations in Mount Bures were as follows 
(ACA proposed outcomes given in brackets where applicable):  

 A minimum of 30 (60) people with new archaeological skills. 

 A minimum of 100 (200) people with an enhanced understanding and awareness 
of Mount Bures castle. 

 A measurable increase in the number of visitors to Mount Bures castle. 

 A local population more engaged and informed about Mount Bures. 
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4 Methodology 
 

4.1 Open Area Excavation 

The open area excavation followed standard procedures for the excavation of mound-
top sites such as the small motte at Mount Bures.  
 

  The first trench opened measured 8mx2m east-west and was set at right angles to 
a north-south orientated trench measuring 6mx2m. As all excavations were 
undertaken by hand there was insufficient time for a whole quadrant trench to be 
opened, which would have covered the south western corner of the motte. 

 

 All excavation, including removal of turf and topsoil and backfilling, was carried out 
by hand. 

 

 50% of bulk-removed spoil was sieved by hand through a 10mm mesh to ensure 
maximum retrieval of archaeological finds.  

 

 A register was kept, detailing all photographs taken including feature/context 
number, direction of shot and date and time of day. 

 

 Cut features, if encountered were excavated sequentially in the normal way. 
 

 Masonry walls, if encountered, were carefully cleaned, planned and left in situ. 
 

 At the end of the excavations, the trench was backfilled and the turf replaced neatly 
to restore the site. All the excavated areas were inspected by a HEM officer prior to 
backfilling. 

 

4.2 Archaeological Survey 

The archaeological survey recorded the earthwork features in the vicinity of the motte, 
with the aim of investigating whether there is any trace of a bailey attached to the motte.  
 

 A walking reconnaissance of the immediate environs of Mount Bures recorded the 
presence and approximate location of any features which might relate to a bailey. 

 

 Any significant features were surveyed at a scale of 1:1250 using standard basic 
archaeological survey equipment and procedures: i.e. a theodolite to establish 
control followed by taped survey using offsets. 

 

4.3 Test pit excavation 

The test pits excavated in the course of the Mount Bures Community Excavations 
followed the standard procedure outlined below, used successfully by ACA in the 
excavation by members of the public of nearly 1,000 test pits in eastern England since 
2005. On average four test pits were excavated each week. Each test pit required four 
people for a minimum of two days.  
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 Test pits were 1m square. Turf, if present, was removed in squares by hand.  Each 
test pit was excavated in a series of 10cm spits or contexts, to a maximum depth of 
1.2m.  

 The horizontal surface of each context/spit was drawn at 1:10 scale before 
excavation and the colour recorded with reference to a standardised colour chart, 
included in the written handbook. 

 A pro-forma recording system was used by excavating members of the public to 
record their test pit excavation. This comprises a 16-page pro-forma Test Pit Record 
booklet which has been developed by ACA for use with members of the public with 
no previous archaeological experience.  

 Cut features, if encountered were excavated sequentially in the normal way.  

 All spoil was screened for finds using sieves with a standard 10mm mesh, with the 
exception of any heavy clay soils which were hand-searched.  

 All artefacts from test pits were retained in the first instance. Excavators were 
instructed to err on the side of caution by retaining everything they think may even 
possibly be of interest. 

 Each spit/context was photographed and planned before excavation at 1:10. The 
bottom surface of the test pit was also photographed. Sections were also 
photographed if possible. 

 A register was kept by each test pit excavation team detailing photographs taken 
including context number, direction of shot and date and time of day. 

 All four sections were drawn at 1:10 scale with the depth of natural (if reached) 
clearly indicated on pre-drawn grids on page 13 of the Test Pit Record booklet. 

 Other observations and notes were included on the context record sheet for each 
context or on continuation sheets at the back of the Test Pit Record booklet. 

 Test pits were then backfilled and the turf replaced neatly to restore the site 

4.4 On-site finds identification and retention 

 Non-metallic inorganic finds and bone (unless in very poor condition) were washed 
on site where possible, thoroughly dried and bagged separately for each context of the 
test pit or trench. Either on site or during post excavation the animal bone, pottery, burnt 
clay, flint and burnt stone are bagged separately, ready to be given to specialists.  

4.5 On-site archaeological supervision 

 Professional archaeologists from ACA are on hand for the duration of the 
excavations, with one supervisor specifically assigned to each of the three trenches 
around the motte, to direct the excavations and provide guidance for each of the 
volunteers. 

 Professional archaeologists from ACA also visit all the test pits regularly. They 
provide advice and check that the excavation is being carried out and recorded to the 
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required standard. Pottery and most other finds are provisionally spot-dated/identified 
on-site by experts.  

4.6 Trench and test pit closing and backfilling 

 A member of the archaeological team inspected each trench or test pit before it was 
declared finished confirming whether or not natural has been reached. A small sondage 
may be excavated within the bottom of the pit to examine whether or not natural has 
been reached. Some test pits will stop above natural or 1.2m on encountering a feature 
(ancient or modern) which is deemed inadvisable or impossible to remove, or have to 
finish at a level above natural due to time constraints. 

 After the excavations were completed the archaeological records and finds are 
retained by the University of Cambridge for analysis, reporting, archiving and submission 
to HER’s, publication and on-going research into the origins and development of rural 
settlement. Finds are returned to owners after analysis is complete if they are requested; 
otherwise they are curated by the University of Cambridge. 

4.7 Excavation recording  

 The trenches were recorded following the Cambridge Archaeological Unit (CAU) 
modified MoLAS system (Spence 1990); whereby numbers (fill) or [cut] were assigned to 
individual contexts and feature numbers F. to stratigraphic events. Sections were drawn 
at 1:10 and base plans at either 1:20 or 1:50, with a photographic archive consisting of 
digital images.  

 The test pit recording system used by excavating members of the public comprises a 
16-page pro-forma Test Pit Record booklet which has been developed by ACA for use 
with members of the public with no previous archaeological experience.  

 This pro-forma format, which includes designated spaces, prompts and pre-drawn 
1:10 planning grids, is used in order to ensure that all required observations are 
completed and recorded.  

 It is used in conjunction with the live presentation and written handbook also 
developed and delivered by ACA. 

 This system has been used successfully by ACA to record required archaeological 
data from the excavation of nearly 1,000 test pits since 2005.  

 The site code is MBU/11. 

4.8 Finds processing, recording and curation 

Few excavations retain all the finds that are made if they are deemed to be of little or no 
research value. Test pit excavations and the upper levels of the motte may produce 
significant quantities of modern material, not all of which will have research value.  

4.8.1 Finds appropriate for recording, analysis, reporting, retention and curation 

 All pottery has been retained. 

 All faunal remains, worked and burnt stone have been retained 
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 All other finds from contexts pre-dating 1800 have been retained. 

 All finds pre-dating 1900 have been retained 

4.8.2 Finds appropriate for disposal after recording and reporting 

 The following finds which are not considered to warrant any further analysis have 
been discarded after they have been photographed and their weight and number 
by type has been recorded,: Slate, coal, plastic, Perspex, modern glass, modern 
metal objects (including nails), concrete, modern mortar, modern fabric, shoes 
and other modern items (including batteries and shotgun cartridges), naturally 
occurring animal shells, unworked flint and other unworked stone (including 
fossils).  

 C20th window and vessel glass has been discarded after sorting, counting and 
weighing. 

 C19th and C20th CBM have been discarded after counting and weighing. One 
sample of any hand-made, unusual or older type of CBM was kept with the 
remainder discarded after counting and weighing.  

 Most fragments of C20th metal whose use can be identified has been discarded 
and the same is true for any unidentifiable object of ferrous metal, aluminium or 
modern alloys from contexts containing other material of post-1900 AD date. 
Modern nails have also been discarded but handmade nails were retained.  

 C20th tile (floor, roof and wall) have been discarded after counting and weighing, 
with a sample of each type of pre-modern tile retained with the remainder 
discarded after counting and weighing. Any decorated examples have been 
retained unless these have been recovered in very large quantities in which case 
representative samples were retained with the remainder discarded after 
counting and weighing. 

 Modern wood was weighed and counted but was also discarded.  

4.8.3 Legal ownership of finds 

 Ownership of objects rests in the first instance with the landowner, except where 
other law overrides this (e.g. Treasure Act 1996, 2006, Burials Act 1857).   

 Finds made within the scheduled area of Mount Bures are claimable in the first 
instance by English Heritage on behalf of the state.  

 Owners of private unscheduled land where test pits have been excavated who 
enquire about the final destination of finds from excavation on their property will 
be informed that ACA prefers to retain these in the short term for analysis and 
ideally also in the longer term in order that the excavation archives will be as 
complete as possible.  

 NB: Most land-owners are not concerned about retaining ownership of the finds 
and are happy to donate them to ACA. 

 Any requests by owners for the final return of finds to them will be agreed. Finds 
will be returned after recording, analysis and reporting is complete, accompanied 
by a letter inviting them to treat the finds with care, retain them in association with 
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identifying documentation and to consider donating them to ACA/University of 
Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology should they ever change 
their minds about wishing to have possession of them.  

 If the landowners are unwilling, for whatever reason, to donate any or all of the 
finds from the excavation on their land to ACA, the requested finds are returned 
to them after recording and analysis is completed, safely packaged and 
conserved (if required), accompanied by a letter explaining how they should be 
cared for and asking for them to be returned to the University of Cambridge if for 
any reason the owners no longer wish to retain them, and that if they are moved 
from the address to which they were returned the ACA should be informed. The 
location of such finds will be stated in the site archive. 

4.8.4 Curation of Archaeological Finds 

 All finds which are not discarded or returned to owners are retained and stored in 
conditions where they will not deteriorate. Most finds are stored at the University 
of Cambridge Department of Archaeology in cool dry conditions in sealed plastic 
finds bags, with small pierced holes to ventilate them. Pottery, bone and flint are 
bagged and stored separately from other finds.  

 Finds which are more fragile, including ancient glass or metal objects, are stored 
in small boxes protected by padding and if necessary, acid free paper. Metal 
objects are curated with silica gel packets if necessary to prevent deterioration. 

 All finds bags/boxes from the same context have been bagged/boxed together, 
and bags from all test pits excavated in the same settlement in the same year will 
be kept together. All the trench finds have also been stored together. All bags 
and boxes used for storage will be clearly marked in permanent marker with the 
site code (which includes settlement name code and year of excavation code), 
test pit number and context number.  
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5 Location 
 
The village of Mount Bures is located along the northern Essex border with Suffolk, 
c.16km north-west of Colchester and c.11km south of Sudbury and is centred on NGR 
TL 905325. Mount Bures sits within a network of country lanes, almost in the centre of a 
roughly triangular area of main roads enclosing it, including the A1124 from Colchester 
to Halstead in the south, the A134 from Colchester to Sudbury in the east and the A131 
from Halstead to Sudbury in the west.  
 
 

 
Figure 1: Map of England with a close up insert of East Anglia, and the village of Mount Bures 
highlighted in red. 

 
Mount Bures is a small village situated in the north of the parish within an area of 
dispersed settlement which includes numerous farms scattered along narrow lanes. The 
village is arranged along three lanes (Hall Road, Craig’s Lane and Old Barn Road) which 
intersect a little to the north-east of the parish church, This itself located close to a large 
earthwork mound which has since the 14th century given the village its prefix, used to 
distinguish it from the larger villages of Bures Hamlet (Essex) and Bures St Mary 
(Suffolk) in adjacent parishes. There is no village green present at Mount Bures today, 
but it is possible that one previously existed, as a number of greens in the vicinity are 
indicated by place names, including Mount Green, Janks Green, Valley Green, Piotts 
Green and Downing Tye. The latter may also be indicative of early woodland clearance1. 
Village amenities include a church, a pub and a farm store selling local produce.  

                                                
1
 http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=15161 (Accessed August 2011) 

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=15161
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Until the medieval period, Mount Bures was on the eastern edge of a very large wooded 
area, which covered most of north Essex, which was gradually cleared during the 
following centuries and replaced with smaller sections of arable farmland2.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: The extent of the parish of Mount Bures 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
2
 http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=15128 (Accessed March 2012) 

Site of Mount 
Bures motte 

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=15128
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6 Geology and Topography 
 
Essex is a coastal county in East Anglia, bounded by the North Sea to the east, Suffolk 
to the north, London to the south, Hertfordshire to the west and Cambridgeshire to the 
north-west. The River Stour dominates the topography of this part of the south Suffolk 
and north Essex region, which rises in east Cambridgeshire to join the North Sea at 
Harwich. The Cambridge Brook, a tributary of the Stour, runs close to the east of Mount 
Bures in the north of the parish close to the church and motte, before joining the Stour 
just west of Bures Mill.  
 
Although not the highest part of the parish, the church and motte sit at between 45m and 
50m OD overlooking the River Stour, which lies to the north east. The land rises and 
then plateau’s to the south of the church and Hall Road to c.70m OD along Chappel 
Road. Both the church and motte are situated on the northern pinnacle of a gradually 
narrowing ridge of higher ground which then have commanding views over both the 
Cambridge Brook and the River Stour.  
 
The topography of north Essex, particularly along the River Stour has been classified as 
‘rolling valley farmlands’, which is indicative of gently sloping valley sides, plateau 
farmlands with small areas of ancient woodlands. Small hamlets and dispersed 
farmsteads are more common on the southern side of the Stour (Essex) compared to the 
larger villages to the north in Suffolk, although areas of ancient woodlands are more 
numerous on the south side in the lower valleys3.  
 
The underlying geology consists of London clay with glacial sands and gravels also 
evident along the river valleys.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
3
 http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/userfiles/pdfs/DV Hist landscape Study/Rolling Valley 

Farmlands.pdf (Accessed March 2012) 

http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/userfiles/pdfs/DV%20Hist%20landscape%20Study/Rolling%20Valley%20Farmlands.pdf
http://www.suffolklandscape.org.uk/userfiles/pdfs/DV%20Hist%20landscape%20Study/Rolling%20Valley%20Farmlands.pdf
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7 Archaeological and Historical Background  
 

7.1 Historical background 

 

The history of Mount Bures is 
briefly summarised in the 
Victoria County History Series 
(Cooper 2001, 68-71) and has 
been reviewed in more detail by 
two local historians (McMaster 
and Evans, 1996).  The name of 
Mount Bures comes from the 
large artificial earthwork mound, 
presumed to be a motte, set just 
north of the church. The earliest 
reference to ‘Bures ad Montem’ 
occurs in the 14th century 
(McMaster and Evans, 1996). 
Before this time it is either 
indistinguishable in documentary 
sources from nearby Bures 
Hamlet and Bures St Mary4 or 
distinguished as Bures St John, 
Little Bures or Bures Sackville. The manor is recorded as ‘Bura’ in Domesday Book. The 
name is thought to refer to a ‘bower’ or larger or grander type of dwelling5, rather than 
any defensive function deriving from ‘burh’ (Cooper 2001, 68-71). 
 
Two holdings named Bura are listed in Domesday Book in 1086 (Williams and Martin 
2003, 1033; 1037). The larger (Williams and Martin 2003, 1037) was worth £7 before the 
Norman Conquest TRE and £11 in 1086. This manor was held before the Norman 
Conquest by Wulfmaer but by 1078 was in the possession of Roger de Poitou (Williams 
& Martin 2003), son of Roger II of Belleme, a companion of William the Conqueror who 
became the Earl of Shrewsbury, Arundel and of Chichester6.  This manor thus follows 
the common pattern of being transferred from pre-Conquest Anglo-Saxon ownership into 
the hands of Norman lords who had supported William in 1066. The wooded nature of 
the 11th century landscape is attested by the presence of woodland for 300 pigs. 12 
acres of meadow are also recorded, along with a mill. Six villeins, nine bordars and six 
slaves are recorded, giving a population of perhaps 70 people. The smaller Bura holding 
(Williams and Martin 2003, 1033) was a detached portion of land in Suffolk.  
 
In the 12th century the manor of Mount Bures was held by the Sackville family (McMaster 
1996, 36-8), with who it remained for the rest of the medieval period. The family was 
close to the crown and indeed Robert Sackville only narrowly missed being drowned 
alongside Henry I’s son and heir when the White Ship was wrecked.  He was steward to 
Stephen, the grandson of William I who became king of England after Henry I. 78 people 
paid the Poll Tax in 1377; 37 households paid the Hearth Tax in 1662. 
 

                                                
4
 http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=15161 (Accessed August 2011) 

5
 http://www.wormingford.com/?page_id=210 (Accessed March 2012) 

6
 http://www.wormingford.com/?page_id=210 (Accessed March 2012) 

Figure 3: Ordnance Survey map of Mount Bures in 1870s 

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=15161
http://www.wormingford.com/?page_id=210
http://www.wormingford.com/?page_id=210
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Records of the church of St John the Baptist at Mount Bures go back to the 16th century, 
although the building is older (see below). The antiquarian Morant suggests a date stone 
of 1059 was previously fixed on the porch (McMaster 1969, 53), but no other evidence 
attests to such an early origin. It has been suggested that the tower may have been 
added to the church when a putative wooden tower on top of the motte was demolished, 
on the grounds that given their proximity, two towers were not thought to be needed 
(McMaster and Evans 53-5).  
 
No documentary evidence exists of a medieval castle at Mount Bures.  The existence of 
the mound is indicated in a reference to ‘Bures at the Mount’ in a court roll of 1339 
(McMaster and Evans 1969, 46) suggesting that the mound must have been in existence 
by then.  
 
26 ‘ancient houses’ in the parish of Mount Bures can be traced in documentary records 
back to the 16th century (McMaster and Evans 1996, 59-117). These houses are 
scattered throughout the parish (ibid., 61, fig 34), showing the settlement pattern in this 
period to have been a highly dispersed one of small farmhouses sited along lanes 
throughout the parish. 
 

7.2 Archaeological background 

 
A number of archaeological excavations, fieldwork and aerial photographic survey have 
been carried out in and around Mount Bures, both for research purposes by local 
interested groups in the mid-20th century and in advance the laying of pipelines in 1986 
and 1993, all of which are available on the HER.    

7.2.1 Prehistoric 

 
A range of early prehistoric flint implements have been found in Mount Bures including 
an Acheulian hand axe, and Neolithic cores, polished axes and blades (McMaster and 
Evans 1996, 1-4), all indicative of periodic or seasonal use of the area.  Excavation in 
advance of pipeline laying in 1993 along the main Colchester to Bures road revealed 
early prehistoric worked flint believed to have derived from a knapping site overlooking 
the River Stour (McMaster & Evans 1996). A cursus monument of presumed Neolithic 
date is the earliest constructed monument known from the area (McMaster 1984; 
McMaster and Evans 1996, 4-5). 
 
Aerial photography has also revealed large numbers of sites of later prehistoric date in 
the area. Large numbers of ring ditches have been identified along the Stour valley and 
overlooking its lower slopes (McMaster and Evans 1996, 4-7; Priddy 1982; Buckley et al 
1987).  (9190) and (9192) both encircled barrows, with 9190 also yielding evidence for 
both a cremation burial and a line of pits. A post hole was found associated with 9192 
along with a flint scraper, a barbed and tanged arrowhead and two sherds of Bronze Age 
pottery. One ring ditch excavated by Colchester Archaeological Group north of Long 
Gardens Cottage near the River Stour was the largest of a group of ring ditches 
identified through aerial photography (McMaster and Evans 1996, 6-7). Evidence for in 
situ burning was found in the centre of the ring ditch with small fragments of cremated 
bone found buried in three pits with tiny fragments of Bronze Age pottery (Holbert & 
McMaster 1975).  
 
Two pipeline excavations have also been undertaken in the village connecting local 
water supplies. The first of these was in 1986 when two small pits were excavated in 
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Middle Field at Hall Farm. One pit contained Bronze Age pottery and the other contained 
Late Iron Age pottery (Fawn 1988). A Bronze Age pit was excavated during the 
investigation of a pipe-line strip in Middle Field at Hall Farm (9205) in which Late Bronze 
Age pottery was found that may have been used for storage, although no evidence for 
Neolithic or Bronze Age settlement has yet to be found in Mount Bures.     
 
It is in the Iron Age that settlement is first archaeologically identifiable in the parish and 
appears to be more widespread. Around Hall Farm a Late Iron Age ditch system and 
pottery were identified in Middle Field (9294) and where further observations were 
undertaken in the same area during a pipe-line strip a dark area of disturbance was 
noted with finds of Late Iron Age Pottery (9206). A ditch containing Late Iron Age pottery 
was also found from Middle Field and Butt Field, just south east of the church (12611). It 
seems likely that a Later Iron Age settlement was present along this ridge of higher 
ground, where now both the church and mound sit.  A rich late Iron Age burial was also 
identified in 1849 near Hall Farm from within this complex of ditch systems (Middle Field 
– 9203) during work undertaken to deepen the ditch along the railway line. The burial 
was of a single individual interred in a triangular pit with two iron fire-dogs and six 
amphorae, three of which were laid on the bar of each fire-dogs. A glass bottle was also 
excavated with a bead, the hinges and handles of a since degraded wooden box and the 
iron rods which appeared to be part of a royal standard (McMaster & Evans 1996).  
 
Between 1981 and 1983 a series of excavations were undertaken at Hall Farm by 
Colchester Archaeological Group, in an attempt to locate the site found in 1849 
(McMaster & Fawn 1981). These were focused across the headland adjacent to the farm 
track along Middle Field and in 1983 a trench 83m in length was examined, but no 
archaeological features were identified (Fawn 1983). A number of cropmarks were 
identified through aerial photography, some of which were subsequently excavated. 
Initially only two ditches were excavated, included a terminus, which may have been 
evidence for a trackway. Two more ditches were identified the following year, all of which 
contained late Iron Age pottery but seemingly out of use by the early 1st century AD. It 
was suggested that these could be related to the Iron Age burial initially discovered in 
the area and that it may have been one of a series of burials on the site.   

7.2.2 Roman 

 
Romano-British occupation was quite extensive throughout East Anglia, particularly in 
Essex where there was a pre Roman tribal stronghold belonging to the Trinovantes. The 
proximity of Mount Bures to Colchester, which became the first Roman city in Britain and 
was known as Camulodunum7, hints at the probability of Roman settlements scattered 
along the rich farming lands along the Stour Valley, particularly using the River Stour for 
navigation.  
 
Large amounts of Roman brick and tile have been identified throughout the parish; the 
London clay that underlies much of the county was used in the manufacture of both 
pottery and building materials for the growing population coming together in new-formed 
towns. A tile kiln has been identified at Elms Farm (9214) where at least four types of 
pottery were under manufacture – tegulae, imbrex, flat building brick and box shaped 
flue tile. Fragments of pottery were also found on this site. Romano-British pottery was 
also recovered from Wormingford Hall (9254) with also the wall from a possible building 
and large amounts of both brick and tile that were clustered in the north-eastern corner 
of the adjacent field.  

                                                
7
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/romans/colchester_01.shtml (Accessed March 2012) 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/romans/colchester_01.shtml
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Excavations at Fen Farm where tile had previously been revealed by ploughing revealed 
a Romano-British tile kiln, most likely 2nd century in date that was either destroyed after it 
was abandoned or was subsequently robbed out for building materials in antiquity. Four 
types of tile were recorded – flat flanged roofing tegulae, rounded imbrex, flat building 
brick type and box shaped flue tile. Roman pottery were also recovered (Holbert 1972). 
 
A number of cropmarks from the Mount Bures area have been dated as Roman, 
including three ring ditches (9191), two of which are linked by a double parallel linear 
feature and cropmarks of former field boundaries at Burn House Farm (47212) which 
have been dated to the very late Roman period.  
 
Additional Roman finds recorded on the SMR within the general area of the church of St 
John include a bowl associated with 1st century pottery sherds and tile all found to the 
east of the Thatcher’s Arms (9255). Roman brick quoins were also used in the fabric 
during construction of the church of St John (9228), possibly suggesting the presence of 
a Roman building, possibly a villa, nearby.  A pit excavated at Mount Bures Hall (9256) 
was associated with Roman pottery and a bronze figure of Mercury was found in 1891 in 
the farmyard adjoining the church (McMaster and Evans 1996, 9-11). 

7.2.3 Anglo Saxon 

 
Although Mount Bures existed as a distinct holding prior to the late 11th century (Williams 
and Martin 2003, 1037) and is recorded separately in Domesday book, no 
archaeological features or finds of Anglo-Saxon date have been identified.  

7.2.4 Medieval 

 
The most notable monument in 
Mount Bures purporting to be of 
medieval date is the mound on 
which the 2011 excavations were 
focused.  It is situated just north of 
the church, and survives today as a 
10m high earthwork mound 61m in 
diameter surrounded by a 10m-12m 
wide ditch c.3.5m deep (SAM 
Essex 10674).  It is generally 
considered to be a medieval castle 
motte (Essex HER; McMaster and 
Evans 1969; Walker 1993).  Mount 
Bures is unusual as an example of 
a medieval castle motte in a 
number of ways. Firstly, it is 
unusually high, in the top category 
of mottes in England (class 1).  
Even more unusually, it lacks any 
sign of a bailey, although such a 
feature would normally be present 
on a motte and bailey castle.  
Mottes lacking any visible trace of baileys are not unknown, although they are very 
uncommon (Hope-Taylor 1950, 20-1), the best known probably being Abinger (Hope 
Taylor 1950).  It has been suggested that a bailey at Mount Bures lay south of the Motte 
(McMaster and Evans 1996, 30-1) possibly following the line of the present church 

Figure 4: Aerial image of earthwork mound and church at 
Mount Bures, Essex (Google Earth) 
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graveyard, or to its north-east (Walker 1993, 32-40).  Traces of a bank apparently visible 
in 1960 reputedly followed the western line of the graveyard of St John’s Church, but 
there is no sign of this today at ground level.   
 
No formally recorded archaeological excavations had taken place on the mound prior to 
2011.  However, illicit excavations in the 20th century and probably earlier are attested by 
local historians (McMaster 1969, 31) and the presence of large craters and spoil heaps 
on the otherwise horizontal summit of the motte certainly present by 1922 (RHCM 1922, 
185-6).  Locally, stories persist of swords being unearthed on or around the motte, but 
none of these survive, and they probably relate to iron fence posts formerly around the 
summit of the mound, one of which was found during vegetation clearance in advance of 
the 2011 excavations.  The mound summit measures 16m in diameter which, even 
allowing for erosion, is very compact.  No evidence for structures of any sort on the 
motte top is visible, and none are known to have existed. The small area of the summit 
would not have provided enough space for anything larger than a beacon, small tower or 
a circular palisade.  A dumpy level survey of the motte was undertaken in the summer of 
1974 by members of the Colchester Archaeological Group to record the dimensions of 
the mound. This also noted that the moat surrounding the mound was most evident on 
its east and sound sides but was almost non-existent along the west and north sides, 
which had also been later disturbed by gravel extraction (McMaster & Fawn 1977). 
 
Two excavations took place on a rectangular platform south-west of the motte, along the 
western edge of Cambridge Brook and on the south side of Craigs Hill. The first of these 
was in the summer of 1969, where three trenches were cut through it, two of which were 
focused on the bank and one on top of the terrace. Two parallel ditches were identified 
that may have been a double palisade with large flints which were interpreted as 
packing. A possible pit or ditch was also identified as well as the remains of an old in-
filled pond. The small amount of pottery identified dates to the late 12th or early 13th 
century (McMaster 1969). The second excavation was undertaken in the spring of 1972 
where a section through the platform determined that it was certainly man made as it 
was built up in layers and measured 45m in length, 15m in width and was 3m high. It 
was thought to have been built as a dam across the brook to control water flow to drive a 
mill that would have sat on top, and may be either pre- or post- conquest in date. A mill 
is recorded in Domesday Book within the Bures holding, and it is plausible that this is the 
site of this structure.  Roman tile found was thought to be residual (Holbert 1973). 
 
When pottery was spotted during a soakaway project in 1970 in Church Field, adjoining 
the motte on its north-eastern side, work was halted for further investigations and a small 
trench was opened up. Two ditches were excavated that intersected at right angles with 
another ditch or pit also set close into the angle of the two ditches. The pottery found 
dates to the late 12th or early 13th century and it was inferred that the ditches may have 
been used as drainage ditches or boundaries potentially also relating to the motte 
(McMaster 1970). 
 
The church of St John the Baptist at Mount Bures sits on an area of higher ground 
overlooking the Cambridge Brook to its west, and is built of flint, brick and tile coursed 
with Roman brick quoins (SAM Essex 420799). It is thought to be 12th century in date 
and there is one Norman window evident in the centre of the north wall, with further 
additions and improvement included from the later 14th century, through to the 19th 
century, including a west window, a south porch, door and window, an angled buttress 
and the transepts and tower in the 19th century.  Excavations on the church foundations 
have revealed two ditches at right angles to each other (9235) which may be related to 
its construction or from an earlier structure on site. It has also been suggested that the 
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church may have been placed in the original bailey associated with the castle mound, 
although little evidence for this remains, but the presence of two parallel ditches by the 
church do indicate a palisade. The motte is also surrounded by a ditch, but no finds or 
features have been identified on the motte to indicate its use as a castle.  
 
A number of earthworks have also been identified just to the west of the church and 
south west of the motte (9163) in a roughly rectangular shape and is thought to be part 
of a terraced garden to the nearby hall. Excavations were carried out through the 
earthwork in 1969 from which two parallel ditches were found, orientated east-west with 
mainly late 12th and early 13th century pottery. A single sherd of Thetford Ware was also 
excavated which dates to the later Saxon or high medieval period and was also 
recovered with a number of horse bones, where it looks like the horse was butchered on 
site. This all suggests that there was potentially more occupation around the church and 
motte, perhaps even a focus of settlement, than can be seen today.  

Listed buildings of medieval date in Mount Bures include Peacocks, Lower Road (EHBID 
420796) (15th century) and Yorklette Cottage, Hall Road (EHBID 422001), identified as a 
late medieval hall house now converted into two cottages. The Cottages, 1 and 2 Lower 
Road (EHBID 420820) is dated to the 16th century, but identified as a hall house 
suggesting it is likely to be late medieval in date.  

7.2.5 Post Medieval 

 
A rectangular-shaped earthwork south west of the motte has been partially excavated.  
Although these excavations failed to determine the precise nature or function of the 
earthworks, or their relationship to the motte, they were tentatively interpreted as of 
probably post-medieval date, either a terraced garden for the adjacent Hall or a lynchet 
resulting from ploughing within an old enclosed horse pasture (McMaster 1996, 31). Two 
parallel ditches discovered during the excavations as a palisade has been postulated as 
a possible palisade of unknown date.  
 
Further additions and improvements were made to the medieval church of St John in the 
post medieval period and into the 19th century, including the rebuilding of the central 
tower and addition of the transepts and vestry.  
 
A number of houses in Mount Bures are listed as of 16th century date8 including Abrahms 
Farmhouse on Chapel Road (EHBID 470794); Coes, Lower Road (EHBID 420819); 
Elms Farmhouse, Peartree Hill (EHBID 420823); Farm Cottage, Golden Square (EHBID 
420798); Fresh Fields, Lower Road (EHBID 420795); Herds Pasture, Old Barn Road 
(EHBID 420821); The Hall, Hall Road (EHBID 420800); and The Old House, Craig’s 
Lane (EHBID 420802).  Houses dated to the 17th century date include Nortons 
Farmhouse, Dowling Road (EHBID 494086) and Staunch Farm, Lower Road (EHBID 
420797) and Withers Farmhouse, Peartree Hill (EHBID 420825).  These buildings are 
dispersed throughout the parish, showing the dispersed character of the post-medieval 
settlement pattern. 
 
The railway line that runs through the parish (part of the Stour Valley Railway) was 
opened in 1848. It runs from Colchester and Marks Tey in the south to Sudbury in the 
north, so a bridge was needed at Hall Farm which has been subsequently listed (9207). 
The line is still active in 2011 although there is no station at Mount Bures.  

                                                
8
 http://www.britishlistedbuildings.co.uk/england/essex/mount+bures (Accessed December 2011) 

http://www.britishlistedbuildings.co.uk/england/essex/mount+bures
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7.2.6 20th century 

 
A large number of sites have been identified from World War II, including seven 
pillboxes, two of which lie along the western side of the railway to the north of Janke’s 
Green railway bridge (20023 and 20024), one south of Nortons Railway Bridge (20024), 
one to the east of the Thatcher’s Arms pub (20031), one along the western side of the 
railway and to the north of Nortons Railway Bridge (20027) and another to the east of 
Mount Bures Hall (20032). A now destroyed pillbox was sited in the field south west of 
Mount Bures level crossing (20034). An American built WWII airfield at Wormingford 
(14383) was sold by the RAF in the 1960s. Two now destroyed road barriers have been 
recorded at near the level crossing at Mount Bures (20037) and at Nortons Railway 
Bridge (20026). A WWII anti-tank ditch also ran along the top of the embankment along 
the western side of the railway line by Nortons Railway Bridge, at which the road barrier 
would have maintained the integrity of the anti-tank defences between the ditches to the 
north and south of the road. Anti-tank concrete blocks (20028), five anti-tank hairpins 
and a destroyed railway barrier (20029) – sited between the anti-tank blocks on the west 
side of the railway (20028) and the hairpins on the eastern side (20029) have all been 
recorded to the east of the Thatcher’s Arms. At Broomfield Cottage both WWII Spigot 
Mortar Emplacement (20035) and anti-tank blocks (20036) are now destroyed but have 
been recorded on the SMR. A destroyed Spigot Mortar Emplacement (20033) has also 
been recorded in the field to the south west of Mount Bures level crossing.   
 
In summer 1995 a watching brief was undertaken by Colchester Archaeological Group of 
the excavation of a WWII Thunderbolt plane that crashed in Middle Field (just north of 
the Thatcher’s Arms) on the 2nd November 1944 but no archaeological features or finds 
were recovered (McMaster & Fawn 1995). 
 
Two buildings unrelated to WWII have also been recorded on the SMR, a pumping 
station (15586) that was developed in 1938 with a borehole and small storage tanks and 
a reinforced concrete water tower (15609) that was built in 1936. 

7.2.7 Undated 

 
A number of features have been found in Mount Bures but are yet to be dated; the 
majority of these are cropmarks and are yet to be investigated. A series of cropmarks 
have been identified in Cowling’s Field (9198) including a double ditched trackway and 
12 ring ditches – with at least two with double rings and one with diagonal parallel 
ditches bisecting it. Also at Cowling’s Field is a rectangular enclosure (9193), with further 
cropmarks of ring ditches identified at Staunch Farm (9195) and to the north of Mount 
Bures (9201) with also cropmarks of a ring ditch and linear ditch aligned to the north of 
Brook House Farm (9265). Further cropmarks have also been recorded on the SMR, 
one as an old road or hedge line orientated north-south (9275), a possible ring ditch and 
linear features (9842), a perpendicular linear feature at Peartree Hill (17907), cropmarks 
of a linear feature related to a surviving hedge that forms a sub oval enclosure at The 
Old Rectory (17906) and the cropmark of a small rectangular structure with a dark spot 
noted at one end (9202) which has been interpreted as possibly being a vault burial.  
 
Undated pottery sherds have also been recorded on the SMR from the garden at 
Montague (9234) and clay pits for a kiln in Pit Field (9239). Two photographs also exist 
of dual concentric ring ditches at Great Loveney Hall (19756). 
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8  Results of the excavations in Mount Bures 2011 
 
Three trenches were excavated on and around the motte at Mount Bures in 2011, with 
an additional eight test pits located in the field close to the motte, next to the churchyard 
and in gardens through the village, over the two week period. 
 

8.1 Trench excavation results 

 
The locations of the three trenches excavated at Mount Bures in 2011 are shown in Fig. 
5. Trench 1 was situated on top of the motte with Trench 2 and Trench 3 sited over 
earthworks in the grassed field surrounding the motte on its western side. The results 
from each trench will be discussed individually below.  
 

 
 

Figure 5: Trench plan (Trench 1, 2 and 3 and Test Pit 7, 8, 10 and 11 
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8.1.1 Trench 1 

 
 
Trench 1 (figure 6) was laid out in an L-shape in order to provide the best chance of 
being able to establish, in the limited time available, the extent to which archaeological 
evidence might survive and whether any structural features could be observed.  
Extensive hollowing and a large crater in the centre of the mound top attested to recent 
unrecorded excavations by ‘mischievous local lads’ (McMaster 1996, 31), about which 
much local rumour persists, but no attestable factual records.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Trench one plan 

 
 
The L-shaped Trench 1 was placed over the centre of the mound with the arms 
extending west and south. This shape allowed approximately one quarter of the centre 
of the mound top to be examined, and two sections of the perimeter. The north-east 
corner of Trench 1 lay over the largest of the modern craters, and a sondage 1m2 was 
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excavated into this in order to expose, clean and record the section which might reveal 
construction details or, possibly, structural features. During excavation coring was 
carried out to establish the depth of one deposit, at the western end of Trench 1. With 
the exception of the sondage and the bore hole, the excavations did not extend below 
c.0.9m from the 2011 mount surface. 
 
The first part of Trench 1 to be excavated was an 8mx2m cut orientated east-west from 
the centre of the mound top west as far towards its perimeter as safety considerations 
would allow. This area was known as area 1 during the excavation. Area 1 was later 
widened on its south side to 4m across. The second arm of the ‘L’ was opened at right 
angles to the first, oriented north-south, extending from the motte centre/eastern end of 
area 1 south to the safe working limit of the southern perimeter of the mound. This 
extension (referred to as area 2 during the excavations) measured 6mx2m. GPS 
coordinates for the approximate locations of the trench corners are as follows: 
 

Trench corner 1 (W end of area1/section 9) TL E 90445; N 32557 

Trench corner 2  (E end of area 1/section 2a) TL E 90453; N 32559 

Trench corner 3 (S end of area 2/section 7) TL E 90454; N 32550 

Trench corner 4 (W of F.5) TL E 90452: N 32550 

Trench corner 5 (inner angle of L-shaped trench, corner N of F. 6) TL E 90450; N 32555 

Trench corner 6 (S of trench corner 1) TL E 90446; N 32554 

Table 1: Trench one grid co-ordinates 
 

Top soil (5) in area 1 was removed across the whole of the planned trench, before a 
0.75m sondage was excavated along the extent northern edge of the trench only. This 
allowed the upper layers of the motte to be seen in section to a depth of 0.9m. A thin 
lens of orange sand (39) appeared to have been deposited relatively recently and was 
inferred to be the remnants of spoil from unrecorded excavations into the centre of the 
mound. 

 
Figure 7: Section 9 - Northern section of Trench 1 (Area 1) 

 
Excavation of Trench 1 showed that the mound was constructed in a series of discrete, 
approximately horizontal, layers of sand and gravel.  In Area 1, these layers were 
alternated with clearly differentiated layers of clay. None of the observed layers 
measured more than c.0.25m thick. These layers can be clearly seen in section 9 (Fig. 
7).  In section 9, a layer of sand/gravel (56) (observed in the bottom of bore-hole) is 
overlaid by a layer of clay (43), which is itself partially overlain by (42), a deposit of 
orange sand and grey clay. This is then overlain by another clay layer (41) which is then 
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overlaid by another layer of sand/gravel (40).  These layers (41 and 40) can be observed 
in the section not to extend to the centre of the mound, but instead to form a doughnut-
shaped ring around the perimeter of the mound. The centre of this ‘doughnut’ was 
subsequently filled in at the next stage of construction, with additional layers of 
sand/gravel (27) and (6) overlying layers (41) and (40) in the eastern end of the 
excavated area. Within the deeper excavation of the sondage section 2a (Fig. 8), layer 
(27) could be seen to overlie three additional levelled horizontal layers ((33), (34) and 
(35)). 

 
Figure 8: 
Section 2a 
and 2b – 
Northern and 
eastern 
sections of 
sondage in 
Trench 1 
and 
photograph 
of west 
section of 
sondage 
showing 
layering of 
sandy gravel 
deposits 

used to construct the mound 
 

A similarly layered sequential process of structured deposition was evident in Area 2, 
best seen in section 7 (Figure 9).  The subsoil is sealed by several thin lenses of topsoil 
(5) and recently re-deposited material (44-47), the latter inferred to derive from 
unrecorded excavations.  Beneath these, the deepest excavated layer was a deposit of 
a pale orangey brown sandy silt (52), which was overlain by a layer of sand (50), which 
dipped gently towards the both the perimeter and the centre of the mound. The dipping 
line of (50) towards the centre of the mound is similar to that observed in Area 1, 
suggesting another ‘doughnut’ form of construction. Another sandy gravel layer (51) was 
observed in the centre of the mound, abutting and overlying (50) and overlain by another 
sandy layer (49), itself overlain by (48).   
 
No clay layer was observed within the excavated area southern side of the mound 
summit. However, observations of the upcast spoil from badger sets, which are present 
in considerable numbers, especially on the west side of the mound, show some to 
contain clay, while others contain sand and gravel. This suggests that other clay layers 
exist further down within the mound matrix. 
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Figure 9: Section 7 – Eastern section of Trench 1 (Area 2) 

 
The only features which provided even tentative evidence for any structures on the motte 
top were two small post holes (F.4 and F.5) (Figure 6).  F.4 was situated on the western 
end of area 1, towards the western perimeter of the mound. It cut into one of the clay 
layers (41), but was also overlain by this same layer, with no differentiation in the clay 
layers above and below it perceptible either during excavation or in the section. F.4 
measured c. 60cm in diameter and was c. 40cm deep.  F.5 was recorded in the southern 
end of the area 2 trench, towards the southern perimeter of the motte. This was of 
similar size, depth and elevation to F.4 and like F.4, F.5 was also truncated by the 
deposit into which it was cut.  No finds were recovered from either post hole, or from the 
layers directly above them, they both lay to accurately date it. As it cut through a layer of 
the motte matrix at a similar level, it is reasonable to infer that both post holes may be 
contemporary, and of pre-modern date. 
 
Another cut feature encountered in Area 2 lay on the western side of the trench (F.6) 
(Figure 6). This was oval in plan with near vertical sides, but the base was not found in 
the time available. No finds were recovered from the feature, although its character 
suggests it is at least post-medieval in date, possibly later. It was considered likely to be 
another result of relatively recent unrecorded exploratory excavations.  The cratered 
depression in the centre of the motte was recorded as F.1. The uneven nature of the 
sides and base suggests that normal excavation procedures were not followed and that 
the feature is the result of a large, roughly circular, hole being dug in the centre of the 
motte as an informal ‘treasure hunting’ exercise. 
 
Very few finds were recovered from Trench 1, despite sieving 50% of all excavated spoil 
through a 10mm mesh. The top soil (5) yielded two pieces of 19th century Ironstone 
china along with three worked flint flakes (two primary and one secondary waste flakes) 
and two pieces of burnt flint. The flint is considered to be residual and derived from 
nearby deposits of sand and gravel used to construct the mound.  The backfill of the 
central crater (7) contained two sherds of 19th century Ironstone china, two pieces of 
burnt stone and one core-reducing flake. 
 
Only two of the upper layers of the mound matrix yielded medieval material, mixed in 
with material of other dates. Layer (6) produced one sherd of Roman pottery (which, like 
the flint, was considered to be residual) and three sherds of Early Medieval Sandy 
Coarseware.  The layer immediately below (6), layer (27), contained two sherds of Early 
Medieval Sandy Coarseware and one sherd of Hedingham Fine Ware. Layer (27) also 
contained six primary and one secondary working waste flakes, but was entirely devoid 
of any material post-dating c. 1400 AD.  No other layers produced any finds other than 
worked flint, which was found in layers (42), (48), (50) and (52). Layer (48) contained 
three primary working waste flakes, one piece of burnt stone and one broken blade, 
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possibly a core reducer. A small mixed deposit of orange sand and grey clay (42) was 
excavated between thicker deposits but contained one secondary working waste flint 
flake and three pieces of burnt stone. Under a layer of redeposited sand (50) was a 
deposit of a pale orangey brown sandy silt (52) which yielded two secondary working 
waste flints, one a core reducer and a single long blade, most likely Mesolithic or Early 
Neolithic in date.  
  

8.1.2 Trench 2 

 
Trench 2 was orientated east-west and was situated close to the base of the mound on 
its south-western corner and measured 6.9mx1m. It was sited across a low curving 
earthwork bank adjacent to a disturbed area of earthworks extending into the motte ditch 
known locally to be created by digging for gravel. The bank on which Trench 2 was sited 
extended out from this disturbed are and the decision was made to excavate in order to 
determine whether it related to the quarrying or to earlier activity.  Trench 2 was 
excavated in spits to the sandy gravel natural, which also had pockets of iron pan and 
was recorded at 1.3m in the eastern end, where a field drain was exposed, 0.89m 
through the centre of the trench and at 0.6m at its western end. The southern section of 
Trench 2 can be seen in Figure 10 (below). 
 
The laying of the field drain (F.3) in the 19th century not only helped bankrupt the then 
landowner (McMaster and Evans 1996, 67)) but also greatly disturbed the eastern end of 
the trench: the layers above the drain fill were of a softer sandy silt with more of a 
consistency of plough soil, compared to the compact stone and gravel layer (3) which 
made up the original bank noted before excavation.  
 
Single sherds of medieval Hedingham Fine Ware and 19th century Ironstone China were 
both identified from the upper plough soil context (2) above the land drain, mixed in with 
5 pieces of burnt stone, 4 primary working waste flints and one flint blade. The top soil 
(1) contained one primary working waste flake, five secondary working waste flakes and 
four pieces of burnt stone and the sub soil (14) contained seven secondary working 
waste flakes, 10 pieces of burnt stone and three flakes, all of which are core reducers.  
 
The stone layer (3) of the bank appears to have been artificial; the layer (3) was made 
up of large flint nodules in a compact silty clay, which overlay the smooth sandy silt sub 
soil (14). This bank deposit slopes downhill to the west and Cambridge Brook, the full 
extent of which was not identified in the length of the trench. The western end of the 
trench was also wetter, suggesting quite a lot of water run off towards the Brook. A small 
sherd of Later Bronze Age pottery was excavated from (3), which also yielded two 
primary working waste flakes, 11 pieces of burnt flint, one broken flint blade and four 
flakes, including one possible core reducer.  Three fragments of red tile and brick in (3) 
and (14) are considered likely to derive from 19th century disturbance during drain laying. 
(14) produced a large quantity of large nodules of fire-cracked flint weighing 1003g 
(1.003 kg) in total. 
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Figure 10: Southern section of Trench 2. 

 
On balance, it is likely that the bank (3) dates to the Bronze Age and represents the 
remains of an early field lynchet. Severe damage by the 19th century on its east side by 
the drain-laying excavations make it impossible to ascertain with confidence whether it 
was deliberately constructed, or built up gradually during repeated cultivation, although 
the latter is considered more likely.   

8.1.3 Trench 3 

 
Trench 3 was oriented north-south and was also situated close to the base of the motte 
on its north-western corner and measured 10mx1m. It was sited over an earthwork 
feature visible from the air and showing at ground level as a ditch with slight 
counterscarp bank on the north side. Excavation was considered desirable to attempt to 
provide a date for the feature, and to establish whether it might be associated with 
medieval use of the nearby mound. Trench 3 was excavated to the sandy gravel natural 
which had evidence of pockets of iron pan and was recorded at 0.72m in the northern 
end, at 0.88m through the centre of the trench and at 0.77m at its southern end. The 
eastern section of Trench 3 can be seen in Figure 11 (below). 
 
A thin layer of top soil (8) overlay all layers in the trench and contained two secondary 
working waste flakes and six pieces of burnt stone. Between the top soil and the sub soil 
was a thin gravel lens, from which no finds were recovered. The sub soil (32) contained 
seven primary and one secondary working waste flakes with 21 pieces of burnt stone, 
six blades and seven flakes – including one possible core reducer. The blades have 
been tentatively dated to the Late Mesolithic – Early Neolithic. A single small sherd of 
Early Medieval Sandy Coarseware was also found dating to between the 12th and 14th 
centuries.  
 
Underlying layer (32) in the northern end of the trench was another sub soil layer (18), 
but containing much less stone. (18) yielded only prehistoric finds, including one sherd of 
Bronze Age flint-tempered pottery, and worked flint including three primary working 
waste flakes, four pieces of burnt flint, two flakes and one large leaf-shaped arrowhead 
of probable early Neolithic date (Fig. 12).   
 
Two fills possibly associated with lynchet formation were also recorded (23) along the 
base of the trench. (23) contained no finds but (11) yielded worked flint including eight 
pieces of fire-cracked flint, one blade - a possible core reducer - and five flakes.  
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Figure 11: Eastern section of Trench 3 

 
 

 
 
Figure 12: Arrowhead from Trench 3 

 
The deposits in Trench 3 were only subtly differentiated and therefore difficult to interpret 
with confidence. (23) provided tentative evidence that the earthwork visible at the 
surface overlies a constructed small double linear bank, probably a field boundary, 
against which a ploughsoil (18) gradually built up, incorporating a sherd of Bronze Age 
flint-tempered pottery.  This boundary seems subsequently to have been recut, with the 
fill of this recut (11) producing worked flint and no modern material bar one tiny sherd of 
pink CBM which may be intrusive brick. 
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8.2 Test Pit excavation results 

 
The approximate locations of the eight test pits that were excavated in August of 2011 
are displayed in Figure 10 below. The data from each test pit are discussed in this 
section, set out in numerical order. The three trenches around the motte were 
designated as trench 1, 2 and 2, so the test pit numbers start at test pit 4.  
 
Most excavation was in spits measuring 10cm in depth, but in cases when a change in 
the character of deposits indicated a change in context, a new spit was started before 
10cm.  
 
Finds from each test pit are discussed in summary in this section, and listed in detail in 
the relevant appendices (section 12). Photographs of sites under excavation and of all 
finds are included in the archive, but not included in this report for reasons of space.  
 
 

 
Figure 13: Location map for test pits excavated in Mount Bures in 2011 (NB: Test pits not shown 
to scale) – Map courtesy of Digimap 
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8.2.1 Test Pit 4 (MBU/11/4) 

           Figure 14 - Location map of MBU/11/4 

  
Test pit four was excavated in the enclosed rear 
garden of a Grade II listed 16th century timber 
framed hall house, set in the far east of the 
village. (Herds Pasture, Old Barn Road, Mount 
Bures. TL 591057 232540).  
 
Test pit four was excavated to a depth of 0.9m, at 
which natural was found. Excavations were 
halted at this level and the test pit was recorded 
and backfilled. 
 
A single sherd of Thetford Ware was excavated 
from the upper contexts of MBU/11/4, which were 
mixed in with a small number of medieval wares 
including Early Medieval Sandy Coarseware, 
Hedingham Fine Ware and Late Medieval Transitional Ware. The majority of the pottery 
recovered however dates to the post medieval and consists of Cologne/Frechen 
Stoneware, Anglo-Dutch Tin-Glazed Earthenware, Glazed Red Earthenware, English 
Stoneware and Ironstone China. 
 
 

  THET MCW HFW1 LMT GSW4 TGE GRE ES IRST  

TP Cntxt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

4 1             1 1   4 9 1550-1900 

4 2   1 5         4 9 1 11 11 14 1100-1900 

4 3 1 2       2 6   2 4   17 43 850-1900 

4 4   1 2 2 4 2 14   1 1 8 69   39 102 1100-1900 

4 5             1 8   8 21 1550-1900 

4 6             9 50   2 5 1550-1900 

4 7   1 3         2 10     1100-1600 

4 20                 161 2241 1800-1900 

Table 2 – Pottery excavated from MBU/11/4 

 
A 19th century/modern rubbish pit were encountered in the northern half of the test pit. 
This contained lots of sherds of Ironstone China with a range of domestic items. These 
include a number of complete glass bottles, one of ‘Worcestershire Sauce’, another of 
‘Dinneford’s Magnesia’, one with ‘Teaspoons’ on the side and another unmarked. 
Fragments of bottle glass were also recovered with a glass bottle stopper, clay pipe 
stem, a corroded iron handle, tile, CBM, mortar, sea shell, metal scraps and rings. The 
rest of the finds and pottery from Test Pit 4 suggest occupation on site relating to the 
construction of the house during the 16th century and after. Other finds include coal, iron 
nails, a black plastic button, oyster shell, clay pipe and a possible piece of slag, 
suggestive of metal working on or close to site. 
 
The single sherd of Late Saxon pottery indicate limited occupation on site during that 
time, on balance this is considered most likely reason for this sherd being present here, 
but as it came from a level significantly disturbed by a Victorian refuse pit, it is impossible 
to be entirely confident about this.  Five sherds of high medieval pottery (1100-1400 AD) 
are clearly likely to indicate settlement in the vicinity, with a sherd from context 7 
securely stratified in an undisturbed deposit. Two sherds of late medieval transitional 
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ware suggest the plot continued in some sort of use in the late medieval period, but 
possibly at a lower level of intensity.  
 

8.2.2 Test Pit 5 (MBU/11/5) 

           Figure 15 - Location map of MBU/11/5 

Test pit five was excavated in the enclosed 
rear garden of a Grade II listed original 15th 
century hall house that was later divided into 
two cottages during the 18th century. The 
house fronts the main road through the 
village and sits just to the north east of the 
church and motte. (Yorklette Cottage, Hall 
Road, Mount Bures. TL 5590651 232632).  
 
Test pit five was excavated to a depth of 
0.7m, at which natural was found. 
Excavations were halted at this level and the test pit was recorded and backfilled. 
 
The vast majority of the pottery excavated from MBU/11/5 dates to the post medieval, 
with Glazed Red Earthenware, English Stoneware and a large amount of Ironstone 
China all recovered. These were mixed in with four sherds of medieval pottery, 
consisting of Early Medieval Sandy Coarseware, Hedingham Fine Ware and Late 
Medieval Transitional Ware. 
 
 
 

  MCW HFW1 LMT GRE ES IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

5 2           14 17 1800-1900 

5 3 1 2 1 15 2 4 1 20   14 53 1100-1900 

5 4       2 2 2 7 37 50 1550-1900 

5 5       2 16   10 17 1550-1900 

5 6           1 2 1800-1900 

Table 3 – Pottery excavated from MBU/11/5 

 
The two sherds of high medieval pottery, found in context 3 are unlikely to indicate 
settlement in the immediate vicinity, and are more likely to result from manuring of arable 
fields from another area of settlement. Two sherds of late medieval transitional ware 
suggest that the level of activity was not significantly lower in the late medieval period 
than beforehand. The vast majority of the pottery and finds date to after the construction 
of the house during the 15th century, but the 19th century and later pottery and finds also 
recovered suggest that there was a lot of later disturbance. Later finds consist of tile, 
brick and CBM fragments, clay pipe, bottle glass, a T shaped iron bracket, iron nails and 
bolts, metal wire, coal, concrete, plastic wrapping, pieces of scrap iron, slate, mortar, a 
metal button, asbestos, a square plate of iron with hinges along one side, and pieces of 
scrap metal.  
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8.2.3 Test Pit 6 (MBU/11/6)            

                                                Figure 16 - Location map of MBU/11/6 
  
Test pit six was excavated in the large enclosed 
rear garden of a modern house set along the 
main road through the village and adjacent to 
the railway line. (Linden House, Old Barn Road, 
Mount Bures. TL 590708 232665).  
 
Test pit six was excavated to a depth of 0.9m, at 
which natural was found. Excavations were 
halted at this level and the test pit was recorded 
and backfilled. 
 
The vast majority of the pottery excavated from 
MBU/11/6 dates to the medieval period with 
sherds of Early Medieval Sandy Coarseware 
recovered with a single sherd of Late Medieval 
Transitional Ware. Small numbers of post 
medieval wares were also identified, including 
Glazed Red Earthenware, English Stoneware 
and Ironstone China. 
 
 

  MCW LMT GRE ES IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

6 2   1 4       1400-1550 

6 3 1 5   2 12   4 5 1100-1900 

6 4       2 6   1680-1750 

6 5 3 19   1 1   1 2 1100-1900 

6 6 6 42         1100-1200 

6 7 3 24         1100-1200 

6 8 2 6         1100-1200 

6 9 5 15         1100-1200 

Table 4 – Pottery excavated from MBU/11/6 

 
The large amount of 12th century pottery excavated from MBU/11/6 indicates that there 
was occupation on site at that time. This location may have been favoured due to its 
location along the main road and close to the junction of three roads in and out of the 
village.  The absence of animal bone is surprising, but makes it less likely that test pit 
encountered a medieval refuse deposit. Occupation seems to have ceased as the site 
produced very little post-medieval pottery. It seems likely that it was in use as arable or 
pasture at this time, possibly explaining why the railway was sited where it was during 
the 18th century, i.e. traversing unoccupied fields. The test pit was also sited far enough 
away from the house that there was little disturbance from its construction during the 20th 
century. The few finds that were recovered consist of tile, slate, CBM, glass, clay pipe 
and iron nails with pieces of coal. 
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8.2.4 Test Pit 7 (MBU/11/7) 

           Figure 17 – Location map of MBU/11/7 

Test pit seven was excavated in an open 
grassed field, immediately east of the motte 
and adjacent to the gate and path leading to 
its summit. (East of the Motte, Hall Road, 
Mount Bures. TL 590504 232531).  
 
Test pit seven was excavated to a depth of 
0.9m, at which natural was found. 
Excavations were halted at this level and the 
test pit was recorded and backfilled. 
 
Five sherds of pottery were only excavated 
from MBU/11/7, with a single sherd of Early 
Medieval Sandy Coarseware identified. The 
rest of the pottery dates to after the 16th 
century with Anglo-Dutch tin-Glazed 
Earthenware, Glazed Red Earthenware and Ironstone China all found.  
 

  MCW TGE GRE IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

7 1     1 9 1 5 1550-1900 

7 2     1 12   1550-1600 

7 5 1 2 1 1     1100-1650 

Table 5 – Pottery excavated from MBU/11/7 

 
The few sherds of pottery that were excavated from MBU/11/7 suggest that it is unlikely 
that there has ever been any occupation just to the east of the motte and the area was 
probably open fields particularly from the 12th century onwards. The finds however, do 
suggest a lot of later disturbance: the area may have been used for the disposal for 
domestic or garden rubbish in the 19th and 20th centuries. The finds consist of orange 
twine, white plastic wrapping, modern brick fragments, slate, iron bolts and nails, 
asbestos, glass, mortar, fragments of plastic, a plant tag with ‘Paulus Potter DIANTHUS’ 
stamped on it and possible fragments of tarmac, CBM, pieces of scrap metal, metal 
washers, coal, metal wire and two pieces of slag that may suggest metal working on or 
close to site. A number of flint flakes appear likely to be waste flints from the construction 
of the church, just to the south, which is faced in flint nodules. The site of Test Pit 7, just 
beyond the church boundary to the north, may have been a dumping ground for the flint 
debris either from its construction in the 12th century or perhaps from restorations during 
the 14th century. 
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8.2.5 Test Pit 8 (MBU/11/8)            

 
Figure 18 - Location map of MBU/11/8 

  
Test pit eight was excavated in the open rear 
garden of a Grade II listed 16th century 
house, which shares its northern boundary 
with the parish church. (Hall Cottage, Hall 
Road, Mount Bures. TL 590439 232462).  
 
Test pit eight was excavated to a depth of 
c.0.85m. Natural was not found, but due to 
the presence of a possible floor and time 
constraints, excavations were halted at this 
level and the test pit was recorded and 
backfilled. 
 
A single sherd of Late Saxon Thetford Ware was excavated from MBU/11/8, which was 
mixed in with a large amount of Early Medieval Sandy Coarseware recovered through 
the test pit. A single sherd of Ironstone China was also identified from context one.  
 

  THET MCW IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

8 1     1 4 1800-1900 

8 2   1 4   1100-1200 

8 4   1 7   1100-1200 

8 5   7 25   1100-1200 

8 6   11 97   1100-1200 

8 7   7 18   1100-1200 

8 20 1 10 11 203   900-1200 

Table 6 – Pottery excavated from MBU/11/8 

 
A red burnt clay floor surface associated with a cut feature (F.20) was identified c. 0.6m 
below the present ground surface in MBU/11/8. The burning was considered likely to 
relate to a hearth rather than an accidental fire, suggesting a domestic residence.  A 
large number of medieval coarse sandywares were recovered from immediately above 
the floor surface and in feature (F.20).  (F.20) was encountered in the south eastern 
corner of the test pit and was straight-sided and approximately 20cm in depth.  It was 
interpreted as being the edge of either a pit or a post hole which cut through the floor 
surface. The fill contained 11 sherds of high medieval sandy coarseware (12th – 14th 
century) and a single sherd of Thetford Ware.  The date range of Thetford Ware spans 
850-1100 AD, but its incorporation in a feature with 12th – 14th century wares suggests it 
may either date to the later 11th century (P. Blinkhorn pers. com) or be residual from pre-
Conquest occupation.  As the pit cut through (and therefore post-dates) the floor, it is 
plausible that the floor, which must be earlier, may date to the pre-conquest period, 
although it is also technically possible that both floor and pit are of post-Conquest date.  
On balance, it is considered most likely that the construction and earliest occupation of 
the building represented by the floor dates to before the Norman Conquest.  The pit 
relates to a later, post-Conquest phase of use, possibly after the building had gone out 
of use. 
 
No evidence was found for activity on this site post-dating the 14th century, and it seems 
likely that it was abandoned by 1400 AD at the latest, and probably by 1300-1350 AD.  
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Other finds from test pit 8 included some more recent material from upper contexts of the 
pit. The finds consist of tile, CBM, iron nails and bolts, glass, coal, scrap metal, modern 
nails, plastic, and fragments of modern drain, concrete, oyster shell and slag, suggestive 
of metal working on or close to site. Flint recovered may relate to medieval and later 
activities, rather than being prehistoric in date. A single fragment of animal bone, a horse 
metatarsal, was recovered from context 6. 
 
 

8.2.6 Test Pit 9 (MBU/11/9) 

Figure 19 - Location map of MBU/11/9 
  
Test pit nine was excavated in the enclosed 
rear garden of a modern house along the main 
road through the village and set just north east 
of the motte and church. (Two Hoots, Hall 
Road, Mount Bures. TL 590649 232607). 
 
Test pit nine was excavated to a depth of 0.5m, 
at which natural was found. Excavations were 
halted at this level and the test pit was recorded 
and backfilled. 
 
The vast majority of the pottery excavated from MBU/11/9 dates to the 19th century as 
Ironstone China, but a single sherd of post medieval Glazed Red Earthenware was also 
recovered from context two.  
 

  GRE IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt Date Range 

9 1   5 10 1800-1900 

9 2 1 4 6 73 1550-1900 

9 3   5 13 1800-1900 

9 4   8 31 1800-1900 

9 5   11 24 1800-1900 

Table 7 – Pottery excavated from MBU/11/9 

 
The site at Two Hoots has likely always been open fields, until the current house was 
built during the later 20th century. The increase of disturbances evident from the 19th 
century onwards also suggest that the area may have been used to dump rubbish, 
particularly from the 15th century house situated immediately to the north. A mix of finds 
were excavated through the test pit and consist of asbestos, concrete, CBM, tile, modern 
nails, coal, modern CBM, plastic, metal springs from clothes pegs, iron nails and bolts, 
glass, polystyrene, mortar and a brown cutlery handle. Pieces of clay pipe were also 
recovered. 
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8.2.7 Test Pit 10 (MBU/11/10)           

                                           Figure 20 - Location map of MBU/11/10 
  
Test pit 10 was excavated on the edge of a 
grassed field immediately outside the church 
boundary to the west and sitting just south of the 
motte. (Hall House, Hall Street, Mount Bures. TL 
590426 232485). 
 
Test pit 10 was excavated to a depth of 0.95m. 
Excavations were halted at this level and the test 
pit was recorded and backfilled. 
 
Seven sherds of Early Medieval Sandy 
Coarseware were excavated from the lower half 
of MBU/11/10. The upper half of the test pit 
contained post medieval pottery only of Glazed 
Red Earthenware and Ironstone China. 
 
 

  MCW GRE IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

10 1     1 10 1800-1900 

10 2     1 1 1800-1900 

10 3   1 6   1550-1600 

10 4 3 13 2 2 1 1 1100-1900 

10 5 1 6     1100-1200 

10 7 1 2     1100-1200 

10 9 2 25     1100-1200 

Table 8 – Pottery excavated from MBU/11/10 

 
Seven sherds of medieval coarsewares were recovered, enough to support the 
inference that settlement was present in this area during the 12th and/or 13th centuries. 
Small numbers of sherds of 16th – 19th century date attest to much less intensive activity 
in this area in the post-medieval and modern periods.    
 
The few small finds recovered consist of tile, CBM, coal, a silver milk bottle top, mortar, 
glass, iron nails, pieces of scrap metal and oyster shell. The possible waste flint flakes 
also identified may be prehistoric in date, although are more likely related to the facing of 
the church with flint nodules and flakes and given the close proximity of the pit to the 
church, it is likely that the flakes from MBU/11/10 are leftovers. 
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8.2.8  Test Pit 11 (MBU/11/11) 

           Figure 21 - Location map of MBU/11/11 

  
Test pit 11 was excavated in a grass field, 
immediately north east of the motte, just 
outside its fenced boundary. (North east of the 
Motte, Hall Road, Mount Bures. TL 590503 
232581). 
 
Test pit 11 was excavated to a depth of 
between 0.6m and 0.7m, at which natural was 
found. Excavations were halted at this level 
and the test pit was recorded and backfilled. 
 
Five sherds of Early Medieval Sandy 
Coarseware were the only pottery excavated 
from the lower contexts of MBU/11/11. 
 

  MCW  

TP Context No Wt Date Range 

11 6 2 2 1100-1200 

11 7 3 5 1100-1200 

Table 9 – Pottery excavated from MBU/11/11 

 
The recovery of medieval pottery from MBU/11/11 suggests activity on site at during the 
12th century, potentially related to the occupation evident from the south (MBU/11/8) and 
west (MBU/11/10) of the church. This area may have remained under arable cultivation 
from the 12th century, as there is very little evidence for later disturbances, and the 
majority of the finds may actually relate to manuring. The finds consist of glass, CBM, 
tile, coal and pieces of scrap metal. A number of pieces of waste flint flakes and burnt 
stone were also recovered that may be prehistoric in date or potentially more likely, they 
relate to surface flint work on the church and like MBU/11/7 situated just to the south, the 
eastern side of the motte may have been a dumping ground for any leftover flints.  
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9 Discussion of the archaeological results 
 
The 2011 excavation of three trenches and eight test pits at Mount Bures significantly 
advanced understanding of the development of the mound and the surrounding 
settlement, while still leaving a number of questions for the future.  It is inferred that a 
prehistoric burial mound may have attracted settlement, possibly a church/manor 
complex, to the site in the late Anglo-Saxon period; the mound was then enlarged and 
raised in the Norman period to furnish the complex with a motte to symbolize its lordly 
status.  Use of the mound as a motte was primarily symbolic rather than military or 
residential and was of short-lived duration, probably ceasing by the 13th century. 
   

9.1 The excavation on the mound summit 

 
The 2011 excavation on the summit of the mound at Mount Bures provided significant 
new evidence and raises some interesting questions. A number of observations can be 
made.  

9.1.1 Survival of archaeological features: 

 
The first of these is the extent to which archaeological features survive on the mound 
summit. The 2011 excavations showed that the unrecorded illicit excavations have 
caused considerable damage to the areas where they took place, with the large crater in 
the north-east corner of Trench 1 in particular having destroyed all stratigraphy to a 
depth of more than 2m. Damage caused by the excavations at the southern end of 
Trench 1 was however much more superficial and intact stratigraphy was preserved from 
c. 0.5m below the present surface.   

9.1.2 Mound construction: 

 
Another question relates to the construction of the mound. The sand and gravel with 
which the mound was mostly built is derived from the natural ground surface immediately 
around the mound, as was clearly evident in Trench 2 and Trench 3 (see below).  No 
source for the clay which was also used in the construction of the mound was observed 
during the 2011 excavations, although it outcrops widely in the locality.  The 2011 
excavation showed that the mound, or at least its upper parts, was constructed by 
removing spoil from the immediate area, for which the most obvious source is the large 
ditch around the mound, and using it to build the mound. This material was not simply 
tipped out, but was carefully levelled at frequent intervals to create a series of horizontal 
bands no more than c. 25cm thick. This would have made the mound much more stable 
that would have been the case had the spoil simply been left piled up haphazardly as it 
was dumped. The 2011 excavation on the mound summit indicates that as the mound 
was increased in height, an outer bank of spoil was constructed first, and then the centre 
in-filled and levelled, before the next layer up was built following the same procedure, 
working in from the perimeter.  The clay layers observed in Area 1 indicate that 
additional stabilisation of the sand and gravel layers was achieved by periodically 
constructing a low, spread bank of clay around the perimeter. This clay layer would have 
acted as retaining bank which was much more stable that the sandy gravel, allowing the 
mound to be raised higher with reasonable confidence that it would not collapse, thus 
justifying the additional effort expended in bringing the clay to the site. Notably, the clay 
layers seem to be thicker towards the edges of the motte as these areas would require 
the greatest stabilisation to prevent slippage and erosion.  
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The two post holes revealed by the 2011 excavations are too small, shallow and 
truncated to represent the remains of any but the flimsiest timber structure: they cannot 
be interpreted as evidence of any timber tower or palisade on the mound summit. It 
seems more likely that they relate to the construction process of the mound, as the posts 
seem to have been removed very soon after they were put in place, while the layer they 
were inserted into was still being constructed.  It seems plausible that the post holes 
constitute evidence that small timber posts, jammed into the previously-levelled surface, 
were used to hold newly-deposited sand, gravel or clay in place while it was being 
levelled by tamping down, perhaps in conjunction with temporary timber shuttering held 
in place by the posts.  Once each layer was judged to be sufficiently stable, posts and 
shuttering could all be removed, allowing work to begin on the next layer.  This is 
effectively identical to the construction method inferred by G. C. Dunning excavating at 
Alstoe Mount in 1935 (Dunning 1936, 399), and the layered structuring closely matches 
the images of motte construction depicted in the Bayeux Tapestry. 

9.1.3 Dating of the mound: 

 
The presence of medieval sandy coarse wares, albeit in very small quantities, in two of 
the layers of the mound matrix ((6) and (27)) can be used to infer that these layers were 
probably laid down in the medieval period. The upper layers of the mound, at least, are 
therefore probably of medieval date. The possibility that these sherds are residual in 
layers laid down later (during post-medieval landscaping of the site), does however, 
remain theoretically possible, although it is here considered unlikely, given the complete 
absence of any datable later material. The medieval pottery from (6) and (27) has a date 
range of c.1100 - c.1400 AD, and so the most likely date for the construction of these 
layers is considered to be 12th century, as the use of mottes declined after the 12th 
century. However, continued use of the feature as lookout post in the 13th century, 
leading to its refurbishment and perhaps its heightening, cannot be discounted.  
 
In contrast, pottery of any date is notably absent from any of the lower layers of the 
mound summit excavated in 2011, which yielded only prehistoric flint artefacts and fire-
cracked flint.  This raises the possibility that only the upper layers of the mound may be 
of medieval date, with the lower layers being earlier. If all but the uppermost layers of the 
mound were constructed before the medieval period, the most likely date for construction 
would be the late Neolithic or Bronze Age, when burial mounds, some of considerable 
size, were constructed in large numbers in this area, as elsewhere in the British Isles.  
Other examples of prehistoric mounds reused in the medieval period include Silbury Hill 
(Wiltshire), with a large post hole of late Anglo-Saxon on the mound summit, while coring 
of the medieval motte at Marlborough (Wiltshire) revealed its original construction to date 
to the Bronze Age (Leary et al forthcoming).  It is notable that the mound top trench 
produced considerably less fire-cracked flint than trenches 2 and 3.  This adds support to 
the suggestion that the mound may be of prehistoric origin, as if it had been constructed 
in the medieval period from spoil excavated from the adjacent area, it would be expected 
that more mound summit would have produced larger amounts of fire-cracked flint.   

9.1.4 Evidence for mound-top structures: 

 
One major question which the 2011 excavation at Mount Bures sought to address was 
whether there were any structures on top of the mound. It is clear that there are no 
stone-built structures of the sort found on the summit of the motte at nearby Clare, but 
the possibility remained that timber structures may have been present.  Within the intact 
deposits excavated in 2011, the only cut features noted (other than the constructed 
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matrix of the mound itself) were the two small post holes discussed above which appear 
to relate to the construction of the mound rather than structures imposed on its summit. 
On balance, the lack of features or finds of medieval date from the 2011 excavations 
makes it extremely unlikely that there was any residential structure such as a keep. This 
mirrors findings at Abinger, where ‘only a few crumbs’ of medieval pottery were found 
(Hope-Taylor 1950).  At Abinger, the timber structures clearly attested by large post 
holes (fortunately containing three of the ‘crumbs’ of 11th and 12th century pottery) were 
interpreted not as a residential tower/keep, but as a look-out tower (with 1.2m deep post 
holes) surrounded by a palisade (with 0.7m deep post holes).   
 
If it seems clear that no residential structure surmounted Mount Bures mound, the 
question remains whether it carried any other medieval timber structures such as a 
lookout tower or timber palisade. The absence of any post holes of similar size to those 
at Abinger from excavated area of the mound summit at Mount Bures suggests not. As 
noted above, the two much smaller post holes found at Mount Bures in 2011 are thought 
most likely to relate to the motte construction. It is theoretically possible that a small 
superficial timber tower or look-out post could have been constructed on the mound top 
leaving little in the way of sub-surface foundations, or that one could have been present 
in an unexcavated part of the mound summit, or that sub-surface evidence has been lost 
by truncation during unrecorded landscaping activity. However, on balance of probability, 
it seems most likely that the mound did not have any structures on its summit. If so, it is 
similar to Alstoe Mount, where excavations on the mound summit produced no evidence 
for any structures, along with just two sherds of medieval pottery (Dunning 1936, 399). A 
comprehensive review of the literature shows only a small number of English mottes to 
have produced archaeological evidence for timber structures (Higham and Barker 1992, 
244-325), although this is due in part to a lack of excavation and possibly to destruction 
by later building in stone. Nonetheless, it seems likely that Mount Bures lends support to 
Hope-Taylor’s statement that ‘small mottes were not intended to be residences’ (Hope-
Taylor 1950, 15).   
 

9.2 Discussion of Trench 2 and Trench 3 around the mound 

 

The excavation of Trenches 2 and 3 allow a number of inferences to be made about the 
use of the land immediately around the mound.  The almost complete lack of finds of 
medieval date suggest that the earthwork features in this area are unlikely to date to that 
period, and certainly excludes the possibility that the earthworks investigated in either 
trench are part of a castle bailey – such a feature would be more clearly defined and 
likely to produce much more medieval material (Kenyon 1990; Higham and Barker 
1992).  It is clear, therefore, that if a bailey existed in association with the mound at 
Mount Bures, it did not lie to the west of the mound.  
 
Both trenches produced evidence for the presence of field boundaries existing in the 
form of small lynchets of probable Bronze Age origin.   Looking at this evidence in the 
wider context of other linear earthworks in the immediate area, it seems likely that some, 
if not all, of these are also early field boundaries, and together they represent convincing 
evidence for a rectilinear pattern of fields. The single find of Roman pottery from the 
mound summit hints at the likelihood that this system was in use in the Roan period as 
well. 
 
Fire-cracked flint was recovered in some quantity from trenches 1, 2 and 3, and 
considerable additional material was noted in the upcast from the construction of the 
badger exclusion fence which took place shortly before the archaeological excavations.  
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This reinforces the suggestion of Bronze Age activity in the area, and hints at the 
possibility of other activities involving intensive heating which may include cooking, 
pottery manufacture, brewing or cremation. 
 

9.3 General discussion 

9.3.1  Prehistoric and Roman period 

 
The two trenches around the mound base showed clear evidence for prehistoric activity, 
probably commencing in the later Neolithic, when cultivation may have begun the 
process of lynchet formation identified by Trenches 2 and 3.  The significant quantity of 
fire-cracked flint recovered from these trenches, along with worked flint and pottery of 
late Neolithic and Bronze Age date, hints at the possibility that the mound itself may be 
of prehistoric origin, although the original relationship between the mound and the field 
lynchets has been destroyed by subsequent and recent excavation around the mound 
base.  Large numbers of plough-levelled burial mounds of Bronze Age date survive as 
ring ditches visible on air photographs (HER), and the location of the Mount Bures 
mound is similar to that occupied by a significant number of these, on the brow of slopes 
overlooking stream and river valleys. The suggestion of a prehistoric date for the 
construction of the mound is given additional tentative support by the unusual form of the 
monument compared with other medieval motte and bailey castles, and by the absence 
of medieval pottery from, and the presence of worked flint in, the lower levels of Trench 1 
on top of the mound.  However, the struck flint could equally well have been 
incorporated during later construction or recent landscaping as residual material.  
Furthermore, the layered and levelled construction of the mound is more typical of 
medieval mottes then Bronze Age burial mounds, although larger mounds such as 
Silbury Hill were built in levelled layers. On balance, it is clear that the mound was 
constructed on top of a prehistoric field system, but although it is possible it was of 
prehistoric origin, this remains only an unproven possibility at present. 
 
The lack of Roman pottery from the any of the excavations in 2011 suggests the area 
around the mound was not in intensive use at this time, suggesting that it may have 
reverted partially or completely to woodland or was in use as pasture at this time.  The 
area generally is extensively wooded in the eleventh century (Darby 1977, 171-194).   

9.3.2 Anglo-Saxon period 

 
The excavation nearest the church (test pit 8) produced the earliest dateable post-
Roman feature, a pre-Norman residential building. This is particularly interesting as it 
provides another example of a motte preceded by late Anglo-Saxon habitation on the 
same or immediately adjacent site.  
 
The status of the pre-Conquest occupation adjacent to the church at Mount Bures is 
impossible to ascertain with certainty from the limited amount of excavation carried out, 
but the proximity of the site to the church and the mound itself makes it tempting to 
speculate that it might have been of high status, perhaps an early church/manor 
complex. Further excavation would certainly be needed to explore further the question of 
the character of this occupation, and to refine its date.  
 
The only other find of late-Anglo-Saxon material in the 2011 excavations was from test 
pit 4 at Herds Pasture, probably representing another settlement locus of this date, 
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hinting at a scattered pattern of dispersed homestead settlement at this date.  No pre-
Conquest material was found on the mound summit. 

9.3.3  High medieval period 

Occupation near the church continued until some point in the later 13th or early 14th 
century, and extended towards the mound (attested in test pit 10).  That the occupation 
was at this date of some status, plausibly a manorial site, is given some tentative support 
not only by the proximity of the church and mound, but also by the discovery of horse 
bone in medieval deposits in test pits 8 and 10, finds given added significance by being 
the only finds of horse bone from any the sites excavated at Mount Bures in 2011 
(appendix, figure 30). Horse bone is a rare find in medieval excavations, demonstrated in 
2011 in Clare when only two bones from horse were found from a total of 33 test pits, 
neither from securely dated medieval deposits (Lewis and Ranson 2011, 72).  If the 
feature which cut through the excavated floor near Mount Bures church in test pit 8 was 
indeed a pit, then this would indicate that the building went out of use sometime before 
c. 1400 AD, with the site subsequently used for refuse disposal.  
 
Test pitting elsewhere in Mount Bures in 2011 indicated that settlement in the 
surrounding area lay along the lanes of the present village, demonstrably present to the 
north and east of the mound. Nearly all of the excavated sites within the village produced 
quantities of 12th - 14th century medieval coarsewares sufficient to infer settlement in the 
vicinity with some confidence.  The settlement at this time seems to have been thriving, 
perhaps benefiting from its proximity to the high status church/motte complex.   
 
In respect of the construction of mound, little archaeological evidence was found on the 
summit to attest to a medieval date, or indeed to any date.  Although, as noted, it is 
possible the mound is of prehistoric origin, the horizontal banded layers suggest that a 
medieval date is more likely, although only the very uppermost levels were reached by 
the excavation, and it is possible that the structure (and date) of the mound may be very 
different further down.  On balance, it is considered reasonably plausible that a mound of 
prehistoric origin was enlarged and raised to create a castle motte during the period 
between 1066 and the late 12th century, the period during which nearly all dated mottes 
were constructed.  Such a developmental history would help explain the unusual form 
and layout of the monument, with its remarkably high motte and lack of apparent bailey, 
when compared to other motte and bailey castles.  Excavation at a number of late Anglo-
Saxon high status sites has shown them to be converted into motte and bailey castles in 
the century following the Norman Conquest (Kenyon 1990; Higham and Barker 1992; 
Creighton 2002; Liddiard 2005), and the evidence from the 2011 excavations suggests 
that this may be the sequence at Mount Bures, where contingent use was made of a 
pre-existing mound to furnish the site with a somewhat ad-hoc motte.   
 
No evidence was found for medieval structures on top of the mound.  Although it is 
possible that medieval layers have been removed during undocumented post-medieval 
or early modern landscaping works, the 2011 excavations indicate that it is unlikely that 
this has happened to an extent sufficient to entirely remove evidence for medieval 
structures on the summit, had these been present.  The presence of seven sherds of 
12th – 14th century pottery stratified in upper layers provide tentative support for this 
inference, as they do attest to some material of this date surviving on the motte summit.  
It is inferred therefore that the motte never had medieval structures on its summit.  It may 
have functioned more as a status symbol than as a military asset, although even without 
any surmounting structures, the elevated height of the motte would have made it a 
useful look out post if kept clear of vegetation.  .  
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It seems likely that the bailey which would have been attached to the motte lay to its 
south, encompassing the church and the structure found in test pit 8.  In this case it is 
unlikely that the bailey boundary followed the line of the present churchyard, probably 
being larger. The absence of medieval pottery from trenches 2 and 3 suggests the bailey 
did not extend north-west of the motte.   

9.3.4  Late medieval period 

 
Excavations in 2011 indicate that the motte went out of use in the later medieval period: 
no pottery dating to the later medieval period was found in any of the trenches or test 
pits on or around it. Notably, in the same period the site near the church also appears to 
cease to be intensively used for habitation, implying that the putative manorial site there 
either relocated or ceased to be residential.  Use of the motte may have ceased due to 
political factors, such as the late 12th century campaign by Henry II to demilitarise many 
castles, or social factors if the lord of the manor ceased to reside at Mount Bures. 
The decline in pottery around the motte is in contrast to the village, where although there 
is a decline in the volume of pottery recovered, there is certainly no total abandonment, 
with three of the four pits away from the motte producing late small amounts of late 
medieval transitional ware.   

9.3.5  Post medieval and modern period 

 
No evidence was recovered from the motte summit for activity in the 16th – 18th 
centuries, although the excavations did provide some clues as to nature of recent use of 
the motte, which appears to have been essentially recreational, with shotgun cartridges 
and clay tobacco pipe dominating recent finds from trench 1 as well as a small metal 
item interpreted as a tray from an artist’s watercolour paint set. 
 
The test pits around the church suggested low-intensity activity commensurate with the 
use of this area as a graveyard: there is certainly no evidence for habitation from any of 
the excavated pits around the church.   This is in contrast with the test pits in the village, 
all of which showed an increase in the volume of pottery recovered in the post-medieval 
period, and a further increase in the 19th and 20th centuries, the latter reflecting the 
greater amount  of material culture in circulation in the era of mass-production and fast, 
cheap long-distance transport. Test pit 4 at Herds Pasture nearly 1km north-east of the 
church and motte, encountered a refuse pit / ash pit of late Victorian date which 
produced a large volume of finds including many bottles and ceramic pots and jars giving 
a good idea of the range of items purchased by a moderately comfortably-off family at 
this time. 
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10 Social and community aims 
 
The social and community aims of the excavations at Mount Bures are detailed above 
(section 3). They were met and in most case significantly exceeded in the ACA 
excavations. The aim was that 30 people should take part and gain new skills and 
experience: in fact 72 people took part in the excavations, all of them volunteers from the 
local area.  Most volunteers had no previous experience of excavation, and the majority 
of those who recorded that they had dug before had gained this experience on the Clare 
test pit excavations also funded by Managing A Masterpiece and run by ACA in Spring 
2011, demonstrating progression in participation and engagement amongst volunteers 
on Managing A Masterpiece archaeological excavation projects.  
 

Table 10: Participants’ prior experience of archaeological activities 

 
In feedback collected on each volunteer’s last day, 98% rated the excavation as 
excellent or good, and 80% rated it excellent.  92% agreed or strongly agreed that they 
knew more about the archaeology and history of Mount Bures than they had before they 
took part in the excavations. 88% agreed or strongly agreed that they had learnt new 
archaeological skills and 86% agreed or strongly agreed that they would take more 
interest in the history and archaeology of the site than they had before, while 89% 
agreed or strongly agreed that they would take more interest in history and archaeology 
generally of the site than they had before they took part in the dig.  98% said they would 
recommend the activity to others. 
 
It was hoped that the excavations would deliver a minimum of 100 people with an 
enhanced understanding and awareness of Mount Bures castle: in fact, more than 200 
people visited the excavations, received a tour explaining the site and the excavation 
and signed the visitor book. In addition, those taking parts in the excavations, visitor who 
did not sign the visitor book (usually because they visited during breaks when the book 
was not on site), soldiers supporting the visit of Ida McMaster (to carry her wheelchair up 
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the motte) and film crew from BBC’s Great British Story (broadcast 2012) brings to total 
number of visitors to around 300 recorded visitors. There was thus a measurable 
increase in the number of visitors to Mount Bures castle – at least 270 visitors over the 
fortnight of the dig, compared to a handful per fortnight in normal circumstances. Most of 
the volunteers and visitors were local (residential postcodes were collected from those 
signing the visitors book and addresses for volunteers).  Visits to the Mount Bures 
website rose from 10 per week to 3,000 over the two weeks of the dig!  A large number 
of people, also mostly local, attended a follow up talk on the results given the following 
winter. All this constitutes hard evidence that the excavations delivered a more engaged 
and informed local population.  
 

Table 11: Which aspects were most enjoyed? 
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11 Conclusion 
 
Overall, the 2011 community excavations at Mount Bures fulfilled their aims of advancing 
archaeological knowledge and understanding amongst volunteers and visitors, and of 
the site of Mount Bures itself. They provided an opportunity for local residents to get 
involved in excavating within their own community, with more than 70 taking part in the 
excavations engaging in the project and gaining new archaeological skills and a new 
appreciation of the heritage under their feet and many people visited the excavations 
over the two weeks. Feedback (both verbal and formally collected in the visitors’ 
book/volunteer departure forms) from everyone involved was immensely positive.  
 
The archaeological evidence gained from the excavations, presented in this report, has 
also advanced knowledge and understanding of the historic development of the site, 
particularly for the Anglo-Saxon and medieval periods when so little other evidence 
survives. Most significantly, it seems clear that the medieval motte lay near a late Anglo-
Saxon building. We can also be fairly confident that there were no structures on the 
summit of the medieval motte. Understanding of the development of the site as a high 
status medieval complex has thus been advanced.  
 
Tantalizing questions remain, however. It would be very illuminating to know if the 
mound did indeed originate in the prehistoric period. In addition, the question whether 
significant amounts of medieval material have been removed from the summit of the 
motte remains open.  Answering either of these questions would require excavation into 
mound ditch and into the side of the mound, complimented by coring through the mound 
from summit to pre-construction ground surface, as has been carried out at Marlborough 
(Leary et al forthcoming).  Fuller understanding of the pre-Norman development of the 
site would require further excavation around the site of test pit 8, which would also 
importantly allow the extent of undisturbed deposits to be established. Finally, the 
archaeology of the area between the mound and the church, now occupied by the 
church graveyard, remains unknown, and this is now of particular interest as it lies 
between the mound and the newly discovered site near the church. 
 
 
Figure 22: The 
summit of Mount 
Bures after 
completion of the 
2011 excavations  

. 
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14 Appendices 

14.1  Pottery from Mount Bures Trenches and Test-Pits – Paul Blinkhorn 

 
The pottery assemblage comprised 16 sherds with a total weight of 54g.  Where 
possible, the pottery was recorded using the codes of the Suffolk County Council Pottery 
Type-Series (unpublished), as follows: 
 
HFW1: Hedingham Fine Ware, late 12th – 14th century.  2 sherds, 12g,  
IRST:   Ironstone China, 19th – 20th century.  5 sherds, 7g. 
MCW: Early Medieval Sandy Coarsewares, 12th – 14th century.  6 sherds, 20g. 
 
In addition, two sherds of flint-tempered prehistoric pottery (1g and 9g) occurred, along 
with another of Romano-British date (6g).  The pottery occurrence by number and weight 
of sherds per context by fabric type is shown in Table 1. Each date should be regarded 
as a terminus post quem.   
 
The post-Roman assemblage comprises wares which are all well-known in the region.  
The medieval pot comprises bodysherds from unglazed Sandy Coarseware jars and two 
sherds from near the bases of Hedingham Ware jugs.  This suggests that activity at the 
Mount was largely limited to the late 12th – early/mid-13th century. 
 

  BA RB MCW HFW1 IRST  

Tr Context No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date 

1 5         2 2 19thC 

1 6   1 6 3 11     12thC 

1 7         2 4 19thC 

1 27     2 3 1 4   L12thC 

2 2       1 8 1 1 19thC 

2 3 1 1         LBA? 

3 18 1 8         BA 

3 32     1 6     12thC 

 Total 2 9 1 6 6 20 2 12 5 7  

 
Table 12: Pottery occurrence by number and weight (in g) of sherds per context by fabric type 

 
Test-Pits 
 
As with the excavations at the Mount, the pottery from the test-pits was recorded using 
the codes of the Suffolk County Council Pottery Type-Series (unpublished).  The 
following were noted: 
 
ES:   English Stoneware, 1680-1750 
GRE:   Glazed Red Earthenware, mid-16th – 18th century.   
GSW4: Cologne/Frechen Stoneware, mid-16th – 18th century.   
HFW1:  Hedingham Fine Ware, late 12th – 14th century.   
IRST:   Ironstone China, 19th – 20th century.  5 sherds, 27g. 
LMT:   Late Medieval Transitional Ware, 15th – mid 16th century.    
MCW: Early Medieval Sandy Coarsewares, 12th – 14th century.   
TGE:   Anglo-Dutch Tin-Glazed Earthenwares, 17th – 18th century.   
THET: Ipswich Thetford-type Ware, mid-9th – late 11th century.   
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The pottery occurrence per test pit was as follows: 
 
Test Pit 4 
 

  THET MCW HFW1 LMT GSW4 TGE GRE ES IRST  

TP Cntxt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

4 1             1 1   4 9 1550-1900 

4 2   1 5         4 9 1 11 11 14 1100-1900 

4 3 1 2       2 6   2 4   17 43 850-1900 

4 4   1 2 2 4 2 14   1 1 8 69   39 102 1100-1900 

4 5             1 8   8 21 1550-1900 

4 6             9 50   2 5 1550-1900 

4 7   1 3         2 10     1100-1600 

4 20                 161 2241 1800-1900 

Table 13: Pottery from MBU/11/4 

 
The range of pottery types from this test-pit indicates that there was virtually unbroken 
activity at the site from around the time of the Norman Conquest, and perhaps even 
earlier, to the present.  The sherd of Thetford Ware could be of Late Saxon date, but the 
production range of the material did overlap with the beginning of the medieval tradition, 
and so there is every chance it dates to the late 11th century. 
 
Test Pit 5 
 

  MCW HFW1 LMT GRE ES IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

5 2           14 17 1800-1900 

5 3 1 2 1 15 2 4 1 20   14 53 1100-1900 

5 4       2 2 2 7 37 50 1550-1900 

5 5       2 16   10 17 1550-1900 

5 6           1 2 1800-1900 

Table 14: Pottery from MBU/11/5 

 
The pottery from this test-pit suggests that there has been unbroken activity here from 
the 12th century to the present 
 
Test Pit 6 
 

  MCW LMT GRE ES IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

6 2   1 4       1400-1550 

6 3 1 5   2 12   4 5 1100-1900 

6 4       2 6   1680-1750 

6 5 3 19   1 1   1 2 1100-1900 

6 6 6 42         1100-1200 

6 7 3 24         1100-1200 

6 8 2 6         1100-1200 

6 9 5 15         1100-1200 

Table 15: Pottery from MBU/11/6 
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This test-pit produced a relatively large quantity of medieval pottery, which indicates that 
it is highly likely that there was domestic occupation on the site in the 12th – 14th 
centuries.  The four deepest contexts produced only pottery of that date, and appear to 
be undisturbed medieval strata.   Pottery deposition drops off fairly sharply from the 15th 
century onwards, but there is enough present to suggests that the site was in use from 
that time to the recent past. 
 
Test Pit 7 
 

  MCW TGE GRE IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

7 1     1 9 1 5 1550-1900 

7 2     1 12   1550-1600 

7 5 1 2 1 1     1100-1650 

Table 16: Pottery from MBU/11/7 

 
This test pit did not produce very much pottery, but there is a single sherd of medieval 
material which shows that there was activity here at that time.  The site may then have 
been abandoned until the late 16th – 17th century, but even after that time, the area of the 
village appears to have had a somewhat marginal function. 
 
Test Pit 8 
 

  THET MCW IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

8 1     1 4 1800-1900 

8 2   1 4   1100-1200 

8 4   1 7   1100-1200 

8 5   7 25   1100-1200 

8 6   11 97   1100-1200 

8 7   7 18   1100-1200 

8 20 1 10 11 203   900-1200 

Table 17: Pottery from MBU/11/8 

 
This test-pit produced a relatively large quantity of medieval pottery, which indicates that 
it is highly likely that there was domestic occupation on the site during the 12th – 14th 
centuries.  The single sherd of Thetford ware was a jar rim in good condition, and 
appears reliably stratified, although the presence of large quantities of medieval wares 
from the same stratum suggests that it is probably of late 11th century date.  Five of the 
six deepest contexts produced only pottery of that date, and appear to be undisturbed 
medieval strata.   Pottery deposition drops off completely after this time, suggesting that 
the site has been largely abandoned since then, or used in a way which did not involve 
the deposition of pottery. 
 
Test Pit 9 
 

  GRE IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt Date Range 

9 1   5 10 1800-1900 

9 2 1 4 6 73 1550-1900 

9 3   5 13 1800-1900 

9 4   8 31 1800-1900 
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9 5   11 24 1800-1900 

Table 18: Pottery from MBU/11/9 

 
All the pottery from this test-pit is post-medieval, with all but one sherd dating to the 19th 
– 20th century, suggesting that the site was marginal before that period. 
 
 
Test Pit 10 
 

  MCW GRE IRST  

TP Context No Wt No Wt No Wt Date Range 

10 1     1 10 1800-1900 

10 2     1 1 1800-1900 

10 3   1 6   1550-1600 

10 4 3 13 2 2 1 1 1100-1900 

10 5 1 6     1100-1200 

10 7 1 2     1100-1200 

10 9 2 25     1100-1200 

Table 19: Pottery from MBU/11/10 

 
This test-pit produced a good assemblage of early medieval pottery, with no later wares 
from contexts 5, 7 and 9, indicating that they are undisturbed strata of that date.  The 
site saw little use from the 14th century onwards, and was probably marginal throughout 
that time. 
 
Test Pit 11 
 

  MCW  

TP Context No Wt Date Range 

11 6 2 2 1100-1200 

11 7 3 5 1100-1200 

Table 20: Pottery from MBU/11/11 

 
This test-pit produced a good assemblage of early medieval pottery, with no later wares 
from contexts 6 and 7, indicating that they are undisturbed strata of that date.  The site 
appears to have then been abandoned from the 14th century onwards. 
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14.2  Faunal remains from Mount Bures trenches and test pits – Jessica 
Rippengal 

 
All osteological remains from the Mount Bures excavations were from animals, with no 
human remains found. Animal bone was identified to species and element where 
possible, with age characteristics and post-mortem modifications noted if present. 
Identifications are listed here by test pit and context in numerical order in detail, with any 
particular points of interest discussed in sections 8 and 9. Many osteological finds were 
in a fragmentary state and could not be identified to species. No animal bone was found 
in trenches 1, 2 or 3.  Shell finds are included in Appendix 12.5.   
 

Test Pit 4  
 
Context 
number 

Species Element Pre-mortem 
pathology 

Post-mortem 
modification 

Notes 

2 small ungular rib     x1 

2 unidentified unidentified     x1 

3 medium ungular radius     x1 

3 sheep/goat scapula   sawn x1 

3 ungular ulna     x1 

4 unidentified cranium     x1 

4 unidentified limb     x1 

4 sheep/goat calcanium     x1 

4 unidentified unidentified     x1 

6 large ungular limb     x1 

6 unidentified unidentified     x3 

6 sheep/goat vertebra     x1 

7 bird unidentified     x1 

8 medium ungular unidentified     x1 

Table 21: Animals species identified from MBU/11/4 

 
 
Test Pit 5 
 
Context 
number 

Species Element Pre-mortem 
pathology 

Post-mortem 
modification 

Notes 

2 domestic fowl scapula     x1 

3 sheep/goat limb   sawn x1 

5 bird scapula     x1 

Table 22: Animals species identified from MBU/11/5 

 
 
Test Pit 7 
 
Context 
number 

Species Element Pre-mortem 
pathology 

Post-mortem 
modification 

Notes 

3 cow radius   chopped, sawn x1 

Table 23: Animals species identified from MBU/11/7 
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Test Pit 8 
 
Context 
number 

Species Element Pre-mortem 
pathology 

Post-mortem 
modification 

Notes 

6 horse metatarsal     x1 

Table 24: Animals species identified from MBU/11/8 

 
 
Test Pit 9 
 
Context 
number 

Species Element Pre-mortem 
pathology 

Post-mortem 
modification 

Notes 

1 unidentified unidentified     x1 

2 unidentified unidentified     x2 

2 bird femur     x1 

Table 25: Animals species identified from MBU/11/9 

 
 
Test Pit 10 
 
Context 
number 

Species Element Pre-mortem 
pathology 

Post-mortem 
modfication 

Notes 

1 medium ungular rib     x1 

2 unidentified unidentified     x5 

2 cow pelvis   sawn x1 

2 sheep/goat pelvis     x1 

2 rabbit femur     x1 

2 cow thoracic vertebrae     x1 

3 horse tarsal     x1 

4 unidentified unidentified     x3 

6 cow unidentified     x10 

Table 26: Animals species identified from MBU/11/10 
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14.3    Worked flint from Mount Bures trenches and test pits - David 
McOmish 

 
Flint artefacts from the Mount Bures excavations included struck flints and fire-cracked 
flint. These were identified to type and date if possible, with retouching and other 
distinguishing characteristics noted if present. In most instances a date could not be 
established. Flint artefacts are listed here by trench and context in numerical order with 
particular points of interest discussed in sections 8 and 9. 
 
 
Context Primary 

Working 
Waste 

Secondary 
Working 
Waste 

Fire-
cracked 
Flint 

Blades Flakes Tools Comments 

Tr 1 C.(48) - 
Layer 

3   1 1 - broken, 
poss core 
reducer 

      

Tr 1 C.(52) - 
Layer 

  2 - inc 1 core 
reducer 

  1 - long 
blade. 
Meso/Eneo 

      

Tr 1 C.27 6 1           

Tr 1 C.5 2 1 2         

Tr 1 C.7     2   1   Flake is core 
preparation/ 
reducer 

Tr 1c (42)   1 3         

Tr 2 C.1 1 5 4         

Tr 2 C.14   7 10   3 - all core 
reducers 

    

Tr 2 C.2 4   5 1       

Tr 2 C.3 2   11 1 - broken, 
poss core 
reducer 

4 - inc 1 
core 
reducer 

    

Tr 3 C.18 3   4   2 1 Large-leaf. 
arrowhead - 

Tr 3 C.32 
10-20cm 

7 1 21 6 7 - inc 1 
core 
reducer 

  Blades appear 
Meso - Early 
Neo 

Tr 3 C.8   2 6         

Tr 3 Ditch 
F.2 C.11 

    8 1 - broken, 
poss core 
reducer 

5     

Table 27: All flint from the Mount Bures excavations 
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14.4   Other finds from Mount Bures trenches and test pits – Catherine 
Ranson 

 
Trench Finds 
 

Trench 
1 

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & 
metal-

working 

Stone Other Date range 

C. 5 clay pipe stem 
=3g, red CBM 
=2g. 

clear flat glass x2 
=10g.  

end of shotgun 
cartridges x3 
=11g, corroded 
iron nails x5 =19g, 
corroded iron bolt 
=11g, corroded 
iron scraps x2 
=4g, slag x 2 
=25g.  

coal x3 =6g.   19th-20th 
century 

C. 6 clay pipe bowl and 
stem =22g, clay 
pipe stem x2 =4g 

  Lead possible gun 
pellet? =15g, end 
of shotgun 
cartridge =2g, 
metal object – 
large circular flat 
head attached to 
small rod =33g. 

    ?18th-20th 
century 

C. 7 red CBM =2g,  clear container 
glass =4g, clear 
flat glass =1g 

end of shotgun 
cartridges x10 
=30g, corroded 
iron nails x2 =11g, 
circular metal 
washer =4g,   

    19th-20th 
century 

C. 52         oyster shell 
=1g 

Undated 

C. 53, 
F.1  

  clear flat glass 
x146 =332g, 

end of shotgun 
cartridges x5 
=20g,  

    19th-20th 
century 

Table 28: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from Trench 1 

 
 

Trench 
2 

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & 
metal-

working 

Stone Other Date range 

C. 1   green bottle glass 
x5 =17g 

  marble like stone? 
=13g, flat smooth 
stone fragment 
=46g 

orange twine 
=3g,  

Including 
C20th  

C. 2 flat red tile x5 
=133g, red CBM 
x6 =11g 

    marble like stone 
=8g, ‘wedge’ 
shaped smooth 
stone =38g 

  Incl. post-
medieval/mod
ern 

C. 3 red CBM x4 
=57g 

        Incl. post-
medieval/mod
ern 

C. 14 red flat tile x2 
=48g, red CBM 
x6 =6g 

        Incl. post-
medieval/mod
ern 

Table 29: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from Trench 2 
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Trench 
3 

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & 
metal-

working 

Stone Other Date range 

C. 8     slag? x4 =10g.  coal =1g. white plastic 
wrapping with 
fabric lining x2 
=9g, blue 
plastic 
wrapping <1g, 
green plastic 
bag fragment 
<1g. 

Including 
C20th  

C. 11, 
F.2 
(Ditch):  

pink CBM =3g.         Incl. post-
medieval/mod
ern 

Table 30: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from Trench 3 

 
 
Test Pit Finds 
 
 

Test 
pit 4 

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & metal-
working 

Stone Other Date range 

C. 1  red CBM 
fragments x28 
=160g. 

 green bottle glass 
x1 =2g, clear flat 
glass =2g. 

corroded iron nail 
=5g.  

 coal =<1g.   Incl. post-
medieval/mod
ern 

C. 2 clay pipe stem 
=<1g, red flat 
tile fragments 
x26 =376g, red 
CBM fragments 
x67 =246g. 

clear container glass 
x4 =50g, small 
rounded glass bottle 
base =19g, 

slag? =12g, 
corroded iron nails 
x12 =76g, oyster 
shell x3 =5g,  

coal x6 =66g,  black plastic 
button =2g,  

Incl. post-
medieval/mod
ern 

C. 3 clay pipe stem 
x2=2g, clay 
pipe bowl 
fragment =1g, 
flat red tile x4 
=58g, red CBM 
fragments x2 
=14g. 

 clear container 
glass x13 =41g, 
clear flat glass x10 
=18g. 

copper alloy coin or 
blank =8g (no 
markings visible), 
corroded iron 
scraps x35 =85g, 
corroded iron nails 
x3 =39g. 

coal x4 =13g. oyster shell x2 
=2g, mortar x4 
=21g. 

Incl. post-
medieval/mod
ern 

C. 4 clay pipe stem 
x3 =5g, red flat 
tile x13 =300g, 
red CBM 
fragments x19 
=288g, dirty 
yellow CBM 
fragments x2 
=138g. 

clear container glass 
x27 =101g, green 
bottle glass =6g. 

metal button =2g, 
corroded iron nails 
x3 =23g, corroded 
iron scraps x62 
=222g. 

coal x2 =4g. oyster shell 4 
=8g. 

16th-19th 
century 

C. 5 clay pipe stem 
x2 =2g, flat red 
tile fragments 
x11 =206g, red 
CBM fragments 
x2 =138g,    

clear container glass 
x3 =19g, 

corroded iron 
scraps x6 =25g 

coal x1 =3g.   16th-19th 
century 

C. 6 clay pipe stem, 
red flat tile x3 
=92g, dirty 
yellow CBM 
fragments x2 
=1g, x2 =3g. 

  corroded iron nails 
x2 =24g, corroded 
iron scraps x2 =4g. 

coal x3 =2g. oyster shell 
=<1g. 

16th-19th 
century 
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C. 7 red flat tile x2 
=41g, red CBM 
fragments x4 
=18g. 

degraded green 
bottle glass =6g. 

  coal x6 =9g.   pre-19th 
century? 

C. 8 red CBM 
fragments x2 
=1g. 

    coal x4 =6g.   Undated 

C. 20 
(cut 
feature
) 

clay pipe stem 
x4 =8g, flat red 
tile fragments 
x2 =57g, red 
CBM fragments 
x13 =76g. 

clear rectangular 
glass bottle (missing 
neck) =60g, clear 
rounded complete 
glass bottle 
“Worcestershire 
Sauce” =281g, clear 
rectangular. 
complete glass 
bottle =154g, clear 
oval complete glass 
bottle 
“DINNEFORD’S 
MAGNESIA” =210g, 
small clear rounded 
complete glass 
bottle “Teaspoons” 
and markings on 
one side =56g, very 
small complete clear 
glass  bottle (flat one 
side) =25g, clear 
glass bottle 
fragments x83 
=801g, clear glass 
bottle bases x4 
=427g, clear glass 
bottle necks x5 
=194g, clear glass 
bottle stopper =15g. 

corroded iron 
handle =221g, 
corroded iron 
scraps x33 =163g, 
thick metal ring 
=64g, tiny metal ring 
=2g. 

  mortar x2 
=27g, sea 
shell =14g. 

19th century. 
Dinneford's 
Magnesia is 
patent remedy 
marketed in 
1880s and 
1890s 

Table 31: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from MBU/11/4 

 
 
 

Test 
pit 5  

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & 
metal-

working 

Stone Other Date range 

C. 2 clay pipe stem x2 
=3g, red flat tile 
fragments x15 = 
219g, pink/orange 
brick fragment = 
295g, red CBM 
fragments x33 
=117g,  dirty 
yellow CBM 
fragments x3 
=12g, coal x9 
=39g. 

green bottle glass 
x2 =14g, clear flat 
glass x4 =11g, 
clear container 
glass x1 =7g. 

T shaped corroded 
iron bracket =58g, 
corroded iron wire 
with loop at one 
end =10g, 
corroded iron nails 
x26 =86g, 
corroded iron bolts 
x3 =73g, corroded 
iron lumps x2 
=19g. 

  concrete =10g, 
plastic wrapping 
=<1g. 

19th-20th 
century 

C. 3 red flat tile x8 
=120g, red CBM 
fragments x75 
=471g, dirty yellow 
CBM fragments x1 
=9g. 

clear container 
glass x4 =15g, 
green bottle glass 
=4g, clear flat 
glass x2 =12g. 

corroded iron bolt 
=23g, corroded 
iron scraps x4 
=41g, corroded 
iron nails x13 
=54g, modern nail 
=3g,  

coal x7 =30g, slate 
=2g. 

concrete x4 
=35g 

19th-20th 
century 
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C. 4 clay pipe stem 
=1g, flat red tile 
x20 =375g, red 
CBM fragments 
x115 =348g, 
mortar =3g, dirty 
yellow CBM 
fragments x2 
=15g. 

clear flat glass x8 
=18g, clear 
container glass x5 
=11g, green bottle 
glass x4 =11g. 

corroded iron nails 
x19 =50g, 
corroded iron bolt 
=18g, corroded 
iron scraps x3 
=10g, crushed 
aluminium? =2g, 
metal button =3g, 
modern screw 
=12g. 

coal x24 =33g,    19th-20th 
century 

C. 5 red flat tile x3 
=98g, red CBM 
fragments x28 
=102g,  dirty 
yellow CBM 
fragments x1 =2g, 
modern pink/red 
CBM fragments x1 
=12g. 

clear container 
glass x2 =4g, 
green bottle glass 
x2 =4g. 

corroded square 
plate of iron (with 
hinges) x2 =85g, 
corroded iron nails 
x6 =23g, corroded 
iron scraps x7 
=29g. 

coal x4 =4g. asbestos x3 
=9g, concrete 
=27g. 

19th-20th 
century 

C. 6 flat red tile x3 
=71g, red CBM 
fragments x9 
=20g,  

    coal =1g   Undated 

Table 32: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from MBU/11/5 

 
 

Test 
pit 6  

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & 
metal-

working 

Stone Other Date 
range 

C. 2 flat red tile 
fragments x4 
=56g, red CBM 
fragment =4g 

    slate =3g,    Post-
medieval/mod
ern 

C. 3 flat red tile 
fragments x5 
=68g, red CBM 
fragments x29 
=73g 

clear container 
glass =4g. 

      Post-
medieval/mod
ern 

C. 4 clay pipe bowl 
fragment =5g, flat 
red tile fragments 
x4 =31g, red CBM 
fragments x7 
=44g.  

clear flat glass x1 
=1g, clear 
container glass x1 
=3g. 

      Post-
medieval/mod
ern 

C. 5 flat red tile 
fragments x2 
=14g, red CBM 
fragments x10 
=24g. 

  corroded iron nail 
=9g. 

    Undated 
post-medieval 

C. 9     corroded iron 
lumps x23 =33g. 

 coal =<1g.   Undated 

Table 33: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from MBU/11/6 

 
 

Test 
pit 7  

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & 
metal-

working 

Stone Other Date range 
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C. 1   pink/red modern 
brick fragment 
=151g, red CBM 
fragments x6 
=234g.  

clear flat glass x4 
=56g, green bottle 
glass x1 =5g.  

corroded iron bolts 
x4 =246g, lumps 
of corroded scrap 
iron x9 =209g,  
think square bolt 
type washer =6g, 
corroded iron nails 
x7 =40g,  L 
shaped flat plate 
of corroded metal 
=99g,  

slate x2 =9g, coal 
x2 =4g,  

orange twine 
=1g, white 
plastic 
wrapping 
=<1g, black 
plastic =5g, 
asbestos 
=37g, thick 
piece of white 
plastic =6g, 
mortar =4g. 

Incl. modern 

C. 2 , red CBM 
fragments x3 
=34g, modern 
pink/red CBM 
fragment =98g, 
white glazed 
modern flat tile 
=9g, flat red tile 
fragments x2 
=87g. 

clear flat glass with 
black line grid on 
one side x2 = 
164g, small clear 
glass bottle neck 
=11g, green bottle 
glass =4g, clear 
flat glass x3 =22g. 

square corroded 
iron plate with nail 
through the centre 
=30g, corroded 
iron scraps x2 
=6g, corroded iron 
nails x3=43g, 
modern nail =2g. 

slate x2 =45g, coal 
x1 =7g, fossil 
gryphaea (devils 
toenail) =8g, 

plant tag with 
“Paulus Potter 
DIANTHUS” 
=<1g, 
tarmac? 
=28g, 
asbestos =4g. 

Incl. modern 

C. 3 red CBM 
fragments x1 =3g 

 

large corroded 
thick iron rod 
=427g, bent strips 
of corroded thin 
flat metal x2 
=269g, corroded 
iron nails x2 =15g, 
Z shaped thick 
strip or corroded 
metal =602g, 
metal wire =10g,  
corroded iron 
lumps x4 =31g 

   asbestos 
=7g,  

Incl. modern 

C. 4 flat red tile =11g, 
red CBM 
fragments x2 =2g.  

  corroded iron 
scraps (poss. 
natural ironstone) 
x1 =4g. 

coal x2 =2g.   Undated 

C. 5 tile x2 =13g, red 
CBM fragments x3 
=3g. 

  corroded iron 
scraps (poss. 
natural ironstone) 
x2 =21g, slag x2 
=13g. 

slate x1 =11g, coal 
x1 =2g. 

  Undated 

C. 6 flat red tile x8 
=124g, red CBM 
fragments x3 =8g. 

  corroded iron 
scraps (poss. 
natural ironstone) 
x3 =15g. 

    Undated 

C. 9     corroded iron 
scrap (poss. 
natural ironstone)  
=<1g 

    Undated 

Table 34: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from MBU/11/7 

 
 

Test 
pit 8  

Ceramic 
(excluding 
pottery) 

Glass Metal & 
metal-
working 

Stone Other Date range 

C. 1  red flat tile 
fragments x14 
=358g, red CBM 
fragments x24 
=203g. 

clear container 
glass x1 =7g, 
green bottle glass 
x5 =66g.  

corroded iron nails 
x2 =16g, corroded 
plates of scrap 
iron x5 =132g, 
slag x2 =133g. 

coal x2 =6g,  fragment 
yellow plastic 
=<1g,  

Incl. modern 
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C. 2 pink/red modern 
CBM fragments x4 
=58g, red CBM 
fragments x11 
=56g,  modern 
drain fragment 
=15g, flat red tile 
fragments x3 =57g,  

clear flat glass x9 
=18g,  

corroded iron nails 
x11 =44g, thin 
strip of corroded 
iron x2 =5g, 
corroded plate of 
scrap iron x2 
=66g, modern 
nails x3 =5g, large 
corroded iron bolts 
x2 =143g. 

  black circular 
plastic 
covering =2g 

Incl. modern 

C. 3 flat red tile 
fragments x6 =89g, 
modern pink/red 
CBM fragments x2 
=8g, red CBM 
fragments x1 =7g. 

clear flat glass x1 
=1g. 

corroded iron 
scraps x2 =3g, 
corroded iron nails 
x2 =10g. 

coal x5 =15g. concrete x4 
=356g, oyster 
shell x9 =12g. 

Undated 
including post-
medieval 

C. 4 red flat tile x1 
=43g, red CBM 
fragments x9 =39g, 
modern pink/red 
CBM fragments x1 
=14g. 

  corroded iron nail 
=9g. 

coal =<1g.  oyster shell 
=2g. 

Incl. modern 

C. 5 red flat tile x2 
=51g, red CBM 
fragments x13 
=48g,  

  corroded iron 
scraps x6 =14g. 

coal x2 =2g. concrete x1 
=17g. 

Incl. modern 

C. 6 red CBM fragments 
x9 =13g, 

   corroded iron 
scraps x3 =6g. 

coal x4 =3g,  concrete =22g Incl. modern 

C. 7 orange/red CBM 
fragments x1 =2g. 

  corroded iron nail 
=2g. 

    Undated 

C. 20         oyster shell x2 
=<1g. 

  

Table 35: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from MBU/11/8 

 
 

Test 
pit 9  

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & metal-
working 

Stone Other Date range 

C. 1   red CBM 
fragments x20 
=85g, modern 
pink/red CBM 
fragments =12g, 
flat red tile x2 
=18g, dirty yellow 
CBM fragments x3 
=6g.  

clear container 
glass x5 =30g, 
clear bottle rim 
=24g, clear flat 
glass x3 =5g. 

modern nail =3g, 
corroded iron nails 
x5 =30g, metal 
springs from 
clothes pegs x2 
=4g, corroded flat 
iron bolt =50g, 
corroded iron 
scraps x2 =16g. 

coal x6 =39g,  asbestos x9 
=58g, 
concrete x14 
=441g, white 
plastic object 
=1g,  

Incl. modern 

C. 2 curved red tile x1 
=133g, flat red tile 
fragments x5 
=290g, red CBM 
fragments x33 
=510g, dirty yellow 
CBM fragments x2 
=8g, cream glazed 
flat red tile =7g,   

clear flat glass x6 
=10g, clear 
container glass x9 
=63g, green bottle 
glass x2 =3g, 

modern metal 
bracket =2g, 
corroded iron nails 
x3 =21g,  

coal x13 =46g,  asbestos x7 
=162g, thimble 
shaped black 
plastic objects 
x2 =13g, 
concrete x8 
=110g, small 
polystyrene 
ball lumps x8 
=2g 

Incl. modern 
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C. 3 red CBM 
fragments x50 
=1448g, modern 
pink/red CBM 
fragments x3 
=50g,   clay pipe 
stem =1g, dirty 
yellow CBM 
fragments x3 =6g, 
flat red tile 
fragments x29 
=1057g, flat red 
roof tile x3 =92g.   

green bottle glass 
=26g, clear glass 
bottle neck and rim 
=34g, clear flat 
glass x6 =10g.  

corroded iron 
scraps x3 =16g, U 
shaped metal bolt 
=29g, corroded 
iron nails x3 =13g. 

coal x6 =23g,  asbestos x2 
=10g, 
concrete x4 
=52g, brown 
cutlery handle 
with corroded 
metal attached 
=25g, small 
polystyrene 
ball lumps x2 
=4g, mortar? 
=12g. 

Incl. modern 

C. 4 clay pipe stem x2 
=3g, red CBM 
fragments x9 
=40g, red brick 
fragment = 421g. 

  corroded iron nail 
=5g,  

  concrete x2 
=46g, small 
polystyrene 
ball lumps x5 
=<1g, mortar? 
=169g. 

Incl. modern 

C. 5 flat red tile 
fragments x2 
=43g, red CBM 
fragments x7 
=15g. 

clear container 
glass x1 =10g. 

    asbestos =5g. Incl. modern 

Table 36: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from MBU/11/9 

 
 

Test 
pit 
10  

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & metal-
working 

Stone Other Date range 

C. 1  flat red tile x4 
=68g, red CBM 
fragments x11 
=37g. 

orange bottle 
glass x1 =3g, clear 
container glass x2 
=7g, clear flat 
glass x12 =14g,  

silver foil milk 
bottle top =<1g, 
corroded iron 
scraps x5 =15g, 
corroded iron nails 
x15 =30g. 

coal x4 =8g, small 
round stone 
sphere =5g 

mortar =1g,  Incl. modern 

C. 2 flat red tile x6 
=82g, red CBM 
fragments x18 
=49g. 

clear container 
glass x9 =35g, 
clear flat glass x7 
=7g. 

long corroded iron 
nails x4 =51g, 
small corroded 
iron nails x3 =7g,  

coal x8 =<1g,    Undated incl. 
post-medieval 

C. 3 flat red tile 
fragments x13 
=211g, red CBM 
fragments x11 
=24g. 

clear flat glass 
=<1g. 

  coal x4 =1g. oyster shell x2 
=1g.  

Undated 

C. 4 flat red tile x3 
=77g, red CBM 
fragments x2 =3g,  

      oyster shell x2 
=3g 

Undated 

C. 9 flat red tile 
fragments x1 
=15g, red CBM 
fragments x2 =4g. 

     coal x3 =1g.   Undated 

C. 10         
charcoal x2 
=<1g 

  

Table 37: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from MBU/11/10 

 
 

Test 
pit 
11  

Ceramic 
(excluding 

pottery) 

Glass Metal & 
metal-

working 

Stone Other Date range 
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C. 1   red CBM 
fragments x5 
=12g. 

clear flat glass x6 
=6g, clear 
container glass x1 
=9g. 

corroded iron 
lumps x4 =17g. 

    Undated 

C. 2 red CBM 
fragments x13 
=43g. 

     coal x1 =<1g. concrete? 
=23g.  

Undated 

C. 3 flat red tile 
fragments x1 
=10g, red CBM 
fragments x4 =6g. 

 clear flat glass 
=1g. 

  coal x1 =<1g.   Undated 

C. 4 flat red tile x2 
=34g, red CBM 
fragments x4 =6g. 

clear flat glass x7 
=9g. 

      Undated 

C. 5 red CBM 
fragments x7 =3g 

        Undated 

C. 6 red CBM 
fragments x5 =6g. 

  corroded iron 
scraps x5 =10g,  

 coal x4 =<1g.   Undated 

C. 7 red CBM fragment 
=<1g 

    coal x2 =4g.   Undated 

C. 8 red CBM 
fragments x2 
=<1g. 

        Undated 

Table 38: The rest of the finds (excluding pottery, bone and flint) excavated from MBU/11/11 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14.5   Maps 

Much of the value of the test pit data from currently occupied rural settlements are 
derived from a holistic consideration across the entire settlement. Maps showing a range 
of the data from the test pit excavations in Mount Bures in 2011 are included below. 
These may be read in conjunction with relevant sections of the main report. Some of 
these maps are available online at http://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/aca/mountbures.html and 
these can be used, if wished, to prepare maps showing the distribution of other classes 
of data not depicted in this appendix. 
 

http://www.arch.cam.ac.uk/aca/mountbures.html
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Figure 23: Late Saxon pottery distribution from Mount Bures test pits 
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Figure 24: High medieval pottery distribution from Mount Bures test pits 
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Figure 25: Late medieval pottery distribution from Mount Bures test pits 
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Figure 26: Post medieval pottery distribution from Mount Bures test pits 
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Figure 27: 19th century pottery distribution from Mount Bures test pits 
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Figure 28: The distribution of cow bone in the Mount Bures test pits and trenches 
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Figure 29: The distribution of sheep/goat bone in the Mount Bures test pits and trenches 
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Figure 30: The distribution of horse bone in the Mount Bures test pits and trenches 
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Figure 31: The distribution of rabbit bone in the Mount Bures test pits and trenches 
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Figure 32: The distribution of bird bone in the Mount Bures test pits and trenches 
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Figure 33: The distribution of domestic fowl bone in the Mount Bures test pits and 
trenches 


